Kentile Moda Moresca Solid Vinyl Tile in four nattrral tile colors. Individual 12" x 12" tiles permit design
fl exibili ty and quick, easy installation. Thi ckness: 1h ". Easy to clean and greaseproof-in any room-anywhere.

Now the elegance of Old Spain-in solid vinyl floor tile.

m~DDl!ll

VINYL

11111mmmm

Texture and colors just like Spanish tile! But Ken tile Moda Moresca
i far more comfortable and quiet underfoot. Smart in homes,
stores and offices. Samples? Call yo ur Kentile®Representative.
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PUBLISHER ' S NOTE

Senior Editor Jim Bailey has
many friends in tlie an Francisco
Bay Area, where he lived for 13
years before migrating east to join
first the national AIA staff and
then the new FonuM. He hopes he
still has them after they read his
24-page story on the Bay Area
Rapid Transit y tern, this issue's
major feature.
Bailey's acquaintance with the
region and its architects was one
reason he was put on the story
three months ago. He talked to
mo t of tho e involved with the
planning and de ign of the BART
system, and got a consistently
ambivalent reaction. Many were
critical of the way BART is being
put together, but virtually all
wanted to believe that it would
be, in the end, a Good Thing.
While Bailey wa in an Francisco, doing his research, tlie
Chronicle publi hed a series of
articles criticizing BART. The
archit.ects he talked to conceded
that the erie was, on the whole,
factual, but re ented the idea of
the Chronicle being o negative.
Bailey's tory has turned out to
be a bit on the negative side toonot regarding BART's real accompli hments as tran portation planning, but rather it hortcomings
as a gigantic act of urban design .
To get him off the hook with his
profe ional friend , let it be said
that he went We t with an open
mind, and that he was encouraged
to be critical where critici m could
be in tructive-and, we hope, helpful in prodding BART to fulfill
its great potential.

• • •

Ann Wil on (her title is assistant
to the editor, but in reality she
runs the editorial department),
just returned from a European
vacation, reports that the ditorial
index i now up to date, i. e., complete through 1965.
Art Director Paul Grotz also
was in Europe during preparation
of th is i ue. It wa de igned, and
well, by Peter Bradford . L .W.M.
1

Georgia's Department of Archives and History Building, a
$6 million structure regarded as the most modern and efficient
of its kind in the nation. Archit ect: A. Thomas Bradbury;
Decorator Supplier: Ralph Dennard Co.; Interior Design:
Ivan Allen Co.

Cabin Crafts uses Acrilan<e acrylic to make a complete
line of contract/ commercial carpet engineered
precisely to specifications. You specify...we supply.
Cabin Crafts contract/commercial carpets of
Acrilan acrylic pile are specially styled as well as
specially engineered to assure the performance,
durability and "heft" required for heavy-traffic
installations.
Name the quantity... any quantity, and we'll
deliver it on schedule.
Cabin Crafts made the contract carpet of Acrilan
that makes such a beautiful impression in Georgia's
unique new Archives and Records Building in Atlanta.
Such an architecturally interesting building
demanded an aesthetically rewarding carpet ..• one
that still met the practical demands of exact
specifications and built-in performance. These
features made it easy for the architect to
specify.•. Cabin Crafts.
2

Cabin Crafts the choice
for the new
Georgia Archives Building

Cabin Crafts contract carpeting of Acrilan acrylic pile
creates warmth in broad expanse of Archives Building.

Sound conditioning with Cabin Crafts carpeting of Acrilan
in library and research area.

Fully carpeted auditorium of Cabin Crafts carpet of
Acrilan fiber for finer acoustics.

Quiet carpeting dramatizes stained glass and handrail (brought
from original building) and steps to auditorium.

Write for your free copy
of Cabin Crafts Contract/
Commercial carpet
brochure. Write Contract
Advertising Department,
Cabin Crafts, Inc.
Dalton, Ga. 30720
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Until today there were only
two ways to cover a floor.
The hard way.

The soft way.

Now here's the right wayDensylon

With Densylon, made with ACE nylon, you can specify carpet where carpeting was never practical before.
And with complete assurance. You can
carpet every square inch of every floor in
any building. Office buildings. Hospitals.
Schools. Banks. Supermarkets. Public
buildings. Even automobile showrooms,
elevators, and loading ramps.
You can do all this with Densylon*and only Densylon. Densylon is the only
carpet that keeps every promi e other carpets can't because it's different from any
other carpet. Densylon is carpet turned
upside down: tough on top, soft on bottom. Allied Chemical's tightly-twisted,
high-density ACEt nylon pile is bonded
to a 1fo" backing of B.F. Goodrich sponge·
rubber. You don't get that with any other
flooring.
Densylon's unique pile is so dense that
dirt can't sink in. So tight that the pile
Manuraclured

by . ~•

can't be pulled up. So tough that furniture
legs and spike heels can't mar it. No
Densy/on installation has ever worn out.
Not even the Densylon in the General
Electric Pavilion at the New York World's
Fair, walked on by more than 15 million
persons.
And the biggest pay-off : Densylon actually pays for itself with savings in maintenance alone. Costs a minimum of eighty
cents a square yard less to maintain in
showcase condition than any other flooring-hard or soft. Vacuums clean in half
the strokes ordinary carpets need. Spots
a nd stains-even grease, sponge-mop
right off the high-density ACE nylon pile.
No scrubbing, waxing, stripping ever.
Densylon's wide pectrum of colors and
patterns makes it easy to add prestige,

beauty, quiet, warmth and comfort to
every floor-with confidence and economy. There are endless applications for
Densylon. Send for complete information.

CCC
10 Wesl 33rd SI., Depl . AF-6
New Yol'l1, N. Y. 10001
Attenlioo: Mr. Oliver A. Wyman
Please send complete information
about Densylon .
Please send your representative to
give us cost estimates on
approximately ............ square yards.

Check
Here

D
D

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Clly _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Slale _ _ _ __

-----------~-------

• CCC's uademark Jo, its spo ng~-bo nd~d , high..d~nsity nylon
t Tradrmark : Alllrd Chrmica/ Corporation

llensylon

WITH

Commercial Carpel Corporallon, New York City, Chicago, Los Angeles; Canadian Affiliate : C.C. Carpet Co .. Ltd., Ontario

ACE

co.r~t

~:!~,

NYLON BY===~

INTERNATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
DIVISIONS: STRUCTURAL STEEL

•

1727 Edgar st., Evansville, Indiana 47707

REVOLVING DOOR AND ENTRANCE

•

LINDSAY STRUCTURE

•

RAILROAD

SUBSIDIARIES: Extruded Alloys Corp., Bedford, Indiana • Engineering Metal Products Corp., Indianapolis, Ind iana
Photo sh ows: Texas Gos Tronsmiuion Corporati on , Owensbo ro , Kentucky • Architects : Skidmo re, Ow ings & Merrill
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New Aquameter*faucet
has the right angle
on water saving ·
Simplest ti ming adjustment
... and it's vanda l-proof

• TRA DE MAR K AR& SS CO RP ,

The American-Standard Aquameter slow-closing faucet is totally new in design, engineering and efficiency.
It's the only slow-closing faucet angled for proper use.
It's the only slow-closing faucet that accurately
measures both the volume and time of flow (from four
seconds to two minutes). A special wrench permits
removal of the push-button top for setting controls
from the face of the fitting. The aerator is removable

only with its special key. Construction is of solid brass
and other corrosion-resistant metals, with heavy
Chromard * plating. O The superior Aquameter obsoletes awkward-to-use, vandalism-prone faucets whose
on ly control is the return speed of the handle. For
more details, see you r American-Standard representative. Or write American-Standard , Plumbing and Heating Division, 40 West 40th St. , New York, N.Y. 10018.

AMERICAN-STANDARD
7

FOR
DOOR CONTROL
designed to meet every
school building need

CHOOSE
NORTON CLOSERS
AND UNl-TROLS
Any door within a school can have unique or
special requirements. These doors by their location, traffic pattern, adverse environment or
esthetic requirement can pose a problem in
the selection of proper door control.

Series 7000 narrow projection door closers with covers; aluminum covers to match door hardware, wood covers to match
door paneling. PRESIDENT'S DINING ROOM !or the elegance of matching wood. An attractive closer installation !or
this formal dining room. POOL DIRECTOR'S OFFICE,
an aluminum closer with an aluminum cover for an attractive
installation that's impervious to this corrosive high humidity
location. CAFETERIA entrance, a match between closer
cover and door hardware to contrast with the dark door finish.

Norton makes the most complete line of surface-mounted door closers and unitized door
controls. When you specify Norton controls,
you can choose from a selection of types that
have been designed to meet all of the specific
needs of your school doors.
CAFETERIA ENTRANCE

PATIO ENTRANCE

GYMNASIUM ENTRANCE

Series 1600 Tri-Style Closers to match the narrow lines of modern aluminum doors. PATIO
ENTRANCE, an attractive installation invisibly mounted to the top jamb providing control !or
this outside door. Even with a prevailing west wind, the door is under control at all times. GYMNASIUM ENTRANCE, positive consistent control even during the heavy traffic through these
high frequency doors.

INFIRMARY DOOR

Series 6100 Uni-Trol door control, a combination of
door closer and door holder. INFIRMARY DOOR, an
attractive installation in the school infirmary. During
open hours, the door is held ajar to avoid congestion.

SERIES 1600

SERIES 7000

SERIES 6100

1117

Tri-Style~

NORTON®DOOR
372 Meyer Road. Bensenville, Illinois. 60106
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CLOSER DIVISION

Meeting of the minds.
Innovation. Environment. Service.
These are thoughts you live by,
So do we. With you in mind.
Take this chair for instance.
It' s new. With many innovations.
But it's just one of some 50 Steelcase
chairs which respected architects have
used in noteworthy office installations.
In other items of office furniture , too ,
your Steelcase representative can offer
an impressive number of choices to fit
your aesthetic and functional concepts.
Most important, though , is what he
can do to make your job easier.
He doesn ' t just talk service.
He gives it. The kind you like.
And that we'd like to tell you about.
Why don't you get in touch with
Steelcase? Now. While your mind is on
innovation and environment. And
service. Write Dept. A.

ST E E L C A S E
Los Angeles, Calif.

•

I N C . , Grand Rapids, Michigan
Canadian Steelcase Co., Ltd., Ont.

Offices and Showrooms: New York. • Chicago • At/onto
Los Angeles • Grand Rapids • St. Louis • Philadelphia

Dallas • Portla nd, Oregon • Ontario • Quebec,

Jew Pre-engineered Systems for
ow rise/ High rise/ Loadbearing
enmark Grid Wall on the lower
NO

floors combines gracefully

1ith the pre-cast sections on the
pper floors of the Lippold Build1g, by architect Leo A. Daly,
)maha, Nebraska . The thin line
ietal-glass arrangement provides
n interesting and "airy" contrast
1ith the massive concrete sections
bove . The Fenmark wall is color
·eated inside and out with the
ighest quality oven-cured
opolymer coating to match the
rchitect's and owner's selection.
1vailable in colors to match or
ontrast with solar tinted glass .
1n unprecedented five year wara nty insures the color finish,
1eather integrity and total perDrmance of the Fenmark system.
·he Fenmark system may also
erve as a load-bearing wall, sup•Orting roof loads on one or two
tory buildings ; Fenestra's long
pan " D" panel roof completes
he structure providing a single
esponsibility for the entire roofvall system .

·or the full story, check with your

·enestra representative or write

·enestra

Incorporated,

Li ma,

)hio 45802 .

FENESTHA

FENMAHK GRID WALL SYSTEMS

What do you
want to do
with the heat?

Take it out? Put it in?

FOR RESIDENTIAL AND
LIGHT COMMERCIAL HEATING
1. Gas-Fired Forced Air Furnaces. Upflow or downflow models with belt or
uni-drive. For natural, mixed or L-P gas.
50.000 to 225.000 Btu.
2. Oil-Fired Forced Air Furnaces. Upflow. counterflow. lowboy and horizontal models. 85.000 to 335.000 Btu.
3. Gas-Fired Boilers. 49 sizes ranging
from 60.000 thru 6,000.000 Btu. Steam
and forced hot water. Includes models
with storage tank water heaters.
4. Horizontal Gas-Fired Forced Air Furnaces. Compact for installation in basement. crawl space or attic location. 65,000
to 150.000 Btu.
5. Year 'Round Comfort Package. Compact gas-fired heating with matching
precharged cooling system. Designed
for small homes. apartments. zoned systems. 1 to 3 tons cooling. 50,000 to
1 50.000 Btu heating.
6. Electric Cooling/Gas Hearing Package. Weatherproof package for rooftop
or slab installation. Automatic changeover to heating or cooling. 2, 3 or 5 ton
cooling, 65.000. 100.000 and 150,000
Btu heating.
FOR COOLING: ADD-ON
OR INDEPENDENT SYSTEMS
7. Electric Alf-Cond1tt0ning Units.
Weatherproof. top discharge, air-cooled
condensing units. 2 to 10 ton. Up to
20 tons when banked.
8. Gas Engine Air-Conditioning. Low
cost operation. Air-cooled. Natural or
LP gas and 115v. AC. 5 and 10 tons.
9. Package Coo/mg Units. Low silhouette. Large access panels. Weatherproof. 2 to 10 ton capacity.
10. Sp/it-System Heat Pumps. Compressor unit installs outside. Compact
blower-coil unit fits inside in area only
12" high. 1 Y, ton. 2 ton. 2% ton, 3 ton
cooling. 17.000 Btu. 25.000 Btu. 35.000
Btu heating.
FOR COMMERCIAL-INDUSTRIAL
HEATING AND/OR COOLING
11. Gas-Fired Unit Heaters. Rugged
Dura-Tube heat exchangers. 24 Models
from 25,000 to 350.000 Btu.
12. Gas-Fired Duct Furnaces. For outdoor or indoor installation. Alumized or
stainless steel heat exchangers. 50,000
to 700.000 Btu.
13. Sky/mer Rooftop Units. For any
combination of heating-cooling-ventilating. Natural. mixed or L-P gas heating. Electric or gas engine powered
cooling. 5 to 20 ton cooling. 200.000
to 700.000 Btu heating.
14. Heavy-Duty Gas-Fired Blower
Hearers. For either free-discharge or
central use. 250.000 to 1.750.000 Btu.
15. D1rect-F1red Make-Up Air Heaters.
Provide large volumes of filtered tempered air to prevent drafts. air starvation
in large plants. 5.000 to 100,000 CFM
capacity. Also complete line of Indirect
Fired Make-Up Air packages.

Janitrol makes the unit to fit your exact needs!
Whatever your heat-handling problems. you get moreand better-solutions from Janitrol. More products. with
Janitrol's complete, broad line. More engineering knowhow that pays off in dependable design, easier installation.
more customer satisfaction. You get more field and technical assistance with Janitrol's expert field network and
factory training. Faster availability from Janitrol's two
factories plus 12 regional warehouses. It pays to get at
least one estimate from Janitrol. For full details and specifications. contact your Janitrol representative. The name's
n the yellow pages. Janitrol gives vou more to work with .
1

.JANITROL DIVISION
midland-~oss

Corporation
Columbus, Ohio

Noise
comes
•
1n
many
shapes,
so does
quiet.
Gold Bold ~ can now offer
you almost as many different
acoustical ceiling systems
as there are kinds of noise. Some
are similar to products
made by other manufacturers.
Some are simply better.
Some are completely unique. All
of them have been tested
and proven. Our Sound and FireTesting Center is the most
complete facility of its kind in
the world. Got a design
problem? Attenuation? Humidity?
Ventilation? Fire control?
Tell us. We'll keep it quiet.
National Gypsum Company,
Department C-16, Buffalo,
New York 14225.
-

:

/'

Gold.Bond
ACOUSTICAL

PRODUCTS

Modern businesses need such up-to-date communications
as television, data transmission, teletypewriter, Tele Lecture, and complex telephone systems.
These complex communication services are essential not
only in office buildings but in all types of major buildingsplan for them in the blueprint stage. You'll avoid costly
alterations and unsightly wiring later.
Just call your Bell Telephone Business Office and ask for
the Architects and Builders Service.

See the Bell System exhibit , Booths 208-21 O,
AIA Convention , Denver, June 26-July 1.
For further information on commu nications planninr1.
see Sweet's Architectu ral File 33a/Be
and Swee>!'~ Industrial Const rurt1on File 191/ Be.

@ Bell System

American Telephone & Telegraph
and Associated Companies

-

~

Safety-Conscious College Installs
Electric Heat in New Library
and New Dormitory-Dining Hall

LEICESTER, MASSACHUSETTS -When
Leicester Junior College here was planning to build
a new library, the school's trustees were very much
concerned about safety because two of the school's
library buildings had previously burned to the
ground. The cause of the fires was never satisfactorily determined but the trustees were determined about one thing: they didn't want the incident repeated . After carefully studying various
types of heating systems using combustion fuels
as well as electricity, the trustees decided on an
electric heating system and the new library was
completed in 1962. When a new dormitory/dining
hall was being planned, the trustees again selected
an electric heating system and the new 40,000
sq ft building is now under construction.
In keeping with the design of other buildings
on the campus, architect G. Adolph Johnson designed the library to be bui It of Colonial brick
veneer with white columns, shutters and trim. The

entire first floor of the two-story building is given
over to the library. On the floor below are two classrooms each accommodating 30 students. The
classrooms are divided by a moveable partition so
that they can be made into one large room for
social functions .
The library's electric heating system consists of
resistance down-flow wall units in the library area
and 24 kw unit ventilators in the classrooms . The
building is used six days a week from 9 a.m. to 10
p.m., September through June. Operating costs
have been lower than originally estimated and a
rate reduction of about 6 percent that went into
effect in January 1966 will mean even lower operating costs in the years to come. The economy and
satisfactory performance of the library's electric
heating system over the last four years, coupled
with its safety, comfort and convenience features,
led to the selection of electric heat for the college's
newest building, the dormitory/dining hall .
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CTURE:
College Library

Area: 6,915 sq ft
Volume: 70,000 cu ft
Number of floors: two
Number of occupants: 100
Types of rooms: library area and 2 classrooms

NDtTIONS:
Heat loss Btuh: 123,000
Normal degree days: 6,800
Ventilation requirements: 13cfm/ student
Design conditions: -lOF outdoors; 70F indoors
Cooling:
None

kwh
11,880
5,760
1,980
480
420
2,940
7,920
12,300
15,240
16,980
18,900
14,820
109,620

Month
4/65
5/65
6/65
7/65
8/65
9/65
10/65
11/65
12/65
1/66
2/66
3/66
TOTAL

Glass: double
Exterior walls : Colonial brick veneer, 2" styrofoam (R/7) . U-factor: .084
Roof or ceilings : pitched roof with hu ng ceiling,
mineral wool (R/22). U-factor: .042
Floors : wood
Gross exposed wall area: 4150 sq ft
Glass area: 550 sq ft

Heating:

Period: April 1965 through March 1966
Actual degree days: 6,982
Actual kwh: 109,620*
Actual cost: $1,877 .84*
Ave. cost per kwh: 1.71 cents*
*For total electrical usage

12
13

Levels in footcandles: 100
Levels in watts/sq ft: 2.5
Type: fluorescent

Amount
$ 207 .72
102.72
38.43
11.44
10.36
64.76
139.39
213.90
263 .88
276 .21
306 .66
242.37
$1,877 .84

u

The library's heating system has zone control and
night setback with central over-riding control ,
locked thermostats and low voltage.

s

Trustees of the college were extremely concerned
about safety because two library buildings had
been destroyed by fire . After studying various
types of heating systems, they selected electric
heat and the library became the first electrically
heated bui lding on the campus . Low operating
costs and satisfactory performance led to the selection of electric heat for the college's newest
building, a dormitory/dining hall now under con struction .

Electric resistance down-flow wall units in library
area and unit ventilators in the classrooms .

14
Type: overhead
Voltage: 120/ 208v, 3 phase, 4 wire
Metering: secondary

LOADS:
Heating
Lighting
Water Heating
Other
TOTAL

95 kw
17 kw
5 kw
2 kw
119 kw

15
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Owner: Leicester Junior College
Architect: G. Adolph Johnson, AIA
Consulting Engineers :
Mechanical: Richard Burke
Electrica l: Francis Shepard
General Contractor : F. W. Madigan Co.
Electrical Contractor: Mutual Electric Co.
Utility: Massachusetts Electric Company

John S. Stobierski, Commercial Sales Department, Massachusetts Electric Company

'ti
'ti

<

9

10

General Work
* $113 ,210 $16.40/sq ft
Plumbing
4,950
.71/sq ft
Electrical
14,280
2.06/ sq ft
Heating
9,560
1.38/ sq ft
TOTAL
$142,000
$20.55/sq ft
*Building was completed September 1962

R
9 a.m. to 10 p.m., six days a week, September
through June .

NOTICE: This is one of a series of case histories of buildings in all structural categories. If you are an architect or
consulting engineer; an architectural or engineering student; an educator; a government emp loyee in the struc-

16
G. Adolph Johnson, AIA

The Consulting Engineers Council USA, has confirmed the
above categories of information as being adequate to provide
a comprehensive evaluation of the building project reviewed .

tural field; a builder or owner, you may receive the complete series free by filling out the strip coupon at the left
and mailing it to EHA . If you are not in one of the above
categories, you may receive the series at nominal cost.

ELECTRIC HEATING ASSOCIATION , INC.

750 TH IRD AV E., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

Top Honor AYlards of 1965

The only honor award made this
last year by the American Institute
of Architects went to the B.M.A.
tower in Kansas City, Missouri.
Built of white marble it rises an
impressive 771 feet above a bricked
plaza. Window walls of heat reducing glass are inset 6 feet from the
marble facade to provide ease of
window maintenance and weather
conditioning economies. Off the
plaza is the lobby, the walls of
which are of Italian Tuscan and
Travertine marble. Entering the
elevators through stainless steel
doors one is attracted by the pure
white Consoweld wainscot trimmed
with stainless steel and contrasting
with a charcoal colored ceiling.
Lighting is obtained through numerous 2" diameter down lights resulting in a very handsome appearance. The architect is Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill. The elevator cars
are, of course, by Globe Van Doorn.

Just 3 times in the last decade has
the Municipal Arts Society of New
York awarded its bronze plaque to
any building. To the only skyscraper that the late Eero Saarinen ever
designed was awarded this distinct
honor with the inscription "An Outstanding Example of Architecture
Befitting the City of New York."
This is the new 38 story black granite CBS Building on the Avenue
of the Americas. The plan is like
a rectangular doughnut, the center
core housing all elevators and service facilities. There are sixteen high
speed electronically controlled elevator cars. Interesting is the elevator decor. A feature is the removable panels covered with specially imported leathers edged with
oxidized bronze - the whole set
off by a softly lighted ceiling. Eero
Saarinen and Associates are the
architects and the elevator cars are,
of course, by Globe Van Doorn.

The American Iron & Steel Institute top award for 1964-1965 went
to the IBM Building in Seattle for
both the "Best Design" and "Best
Engineering" class in the high rise
category. The finned appearance of
the facade was achieved by covering the exterior columns of steel
pipe and tubing with precast concrete covers. Steel arch girders support the base leading into the lobby.
The elevators of this interesting
building are perfectly custom-styled
to this monumental structure, the
interior of the cars being most attractive with applied panels of Regency Walnut Formica and set off
with stainless steel reveals. The
ceiling is of suspended aluminum
eggcra ting sandwiched between
plexiglass, thereby giving a soft
yet luminous lighting effect. The
architect is Minoru Yamasaki &
Associates. The elevator cars are,
of course, by Globe Van Doorn,

L et your n ew buildings join the rapidly growing list of prestige structures
like t hese aw ard w inners and look to Glob e Van Doorn of Milwauk ee fo1· the best in elevator car s.
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1n epen ence

Johns-Manville roofing materials meet
unique needs of ColeytownJuniorHigh
School-Joseph Salerno, Architect.
The Coleytown school in Westport,
Connecticut, illustrates the new freedom in roof design-with the new
generation of built-up roofing materials from Johns-Manville. Here's how
advanced J-M roofing products were
used with imagination in this functional modern design:
J-M Last-0-RoofID was the choice for
the fan-shaped folded plates over the
auditorium (1) and the library (2);
for the roofs of the arts and crafts
rooms (3); and the octagon roofs (4)
of the detached gymnasium. Last-0Roof is a single-membrane plastic
elastomer roof. It adapts to practically any roof configuration and can
be used on practically any slope. Application is fast because the membrane and cements arrive ready to
use, require no on-site preparation.
The roof is finished with a reflective
coating of Last-0-Lume®-white here,
but also available in colors.
J-M Gravel-Surface Roofing was used

on the flat roof area (5). It's built up
with Johns-Manville base and finishing felts, plus a flood coating of the
J-M bitumen, Aquadam''", and a white
gravel topping. Here the gravel surface contrasts attractively with the

gleaming Last-0-Roof surfaces that
rise from the flat areas.
J-M No. 80 Flexstone® Roofing covers
the "eyebrow" sunshades (6) over
classroom windows. The top ply in
this asbestos roof specification is No.
80 Flexstone cap sheet. Its felts are
85% asbestos fiber, so they are actually flexible coverings of stone. These
asbestos felts are asphalt-saturated,
then asphalt-covered, then firmly embedded with a layer of ceramic granules. No. 80 Flexstone can be furnished in white or in a variety of colors.
J-M Last·O·Flash® was specified for
all of the flashings. This is a heavy
polyisobutylene film embedded with
woven glass fiber for extra toughness.
Developed as a component for Last-0Roof, it can also be used with other

roof specifications at parapets, eaves,
vents, skylights, even as a throughwall flashing ... in fact wherever flexible, durable flashing or waterproofing material is required.
You may not need the variety of
roofing materials and specifications
used for the Coleytown school. Or all
of the other versatile roofing services
available from Johns-Manville. The
important thing is that they're at your
disposal, offering you complete freedom in the design and construction
of any roof. Explore the possibilities
in Catalog BU-165A. For your free
copy, write Johns-Manville, Box 111,
22 East 40th Street, New
York, New York 10016.
Cable: JOHNMANVIL.
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Johns-Manville

Some people believe
a door should stand the
test of time.
Schlage does.

Ten years from now, will you still be proud
point at today's entranceway, and say it's y<
work? Will the lock you specified still be fu
tioning smoothly, tight on the door, stauncl
resisting the abrasion of time, the traffic
numberless openings, closings, lockings? ~
will, if the lock is a Schlage lock. ~ At Schla,

Tim eless beauty of Renaissa nce style is seen in th e doorways of Sa n sovi no's loggetta of the Campanile, o n St. Mark 's Square in Venice.
If yo u would like a specia ll y prepared reprod uction, made from this photograph, write to Sch lage Lock Compa ny, Box 332-l, San Francisco.

sult is a superior lock. A lock that, in terms of
maintenance and longevity, makes economic
sense. ~ We make this kind of lock in 101
handsome designs and 23 finishes. Making them
takes ingenuity, skill and experience. But
who should know more about making cylindrical locks than the people who invented them?

feel a lock should have a long trouble-free
. Hence, we start with materials for which
pay a premium - special strip steel, for ex)le, rolled to our precise specifications. We
:hine these materials to extremely close tolKes, and maintain quality control through
nique system of rigid inspection. The re©

©

SAN FRANCISCO •

VANCOUVER B.C.

BaYfe~

windows
daylight
the school
Architect Jules Gregory created an
environment to make learning a
joy. This vital school focuses attention on the interplay of children to
the world around them. The architect chose Bayley steel classroom
windows because section strength
avoided sight line clutter while permitting use of large gray glass
lights. Permanent steel windows
are economical, initially and
through time. For steel or aluminum windows and curtain walls,
application assistance, and responsible performance contact

#10 South Ri verside Pl aza, Chicago, Illinois. Owner a nd General Contra c tor : a subsidia ry of Tishman Rea lty & Co nstructi on Co., Inc. Architects and Engineers: Chicago
office of Skidmo re, Owi ngs & Merrill.

exposed steel:
beauty and economy
Thi s building turned out so well
the owners are building a second
just like it. A 5 / 16" steel plate and
wide flange mullion facade encloses 650,000 squa re feet of usable area. The wall is free of expa nsion joints and serves to stiffen the
building through composite action

of the stee l plate with concrete fire
protection and the steel beams and
co I um n s. The st ee I facade is
painted graphite black. Th e owners
ca lculate that even with periodic
painting the exposed stee l wall offers great economy. The original
paint job is expected to last for at

least ten years. The building's
classic simplicity presents an
honest statement of the function
and beauty of steel. For more information about this building or constructiona l steels, contact a USS
Construction Marketing Representative at our nearest sales office.

@united States Steel: where the big idea is innovation
TRADE MARK

How to divide a large room in half
(or quarters or eighths)

Grant 1500/1600 door hardware
Grant Folding Door Hardware enables you to divide large
openings or small. It operates quietly, easily, quickly. No
binding or chattering to dismay the user, no headroom
excess to destroy the installation's clean lines.

If you must consider the division or sub·division of areas,
you'll find Grant Folding Door Hardware the most effec·
tive, efficient means to that end.
Complete data is available on request.

GRANT PULLEY & HARDWARE CORPORATION• EASTERN DIVISION I 5 High Street, West
Nyack, New York• WESTERN DIVISION I 944 Long Beach Avenue, Los Angeles 21, California
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.. CLEAN IN CONCEPT DESIGN AND FUNCTION • THEY
OVIDE FOR EVEN, EASY
A.NITARY CLEANING

AND FAST,
BECAUSE THERE ARE NO

LING OR FLOOR SUPPORTS • SOLID DESIGN
3UILT-IN, RECESSED

OFFERS

ACCESSORY UNITS • CRAFTED

BAKED ENAMEL • PORCENA • STAINLESS STEEL AND ...
WELL, WHY NOT WRITE FOR ALL THE FACTS
®
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dimension.
We rabbeted all four si des of our new Armstrong Tegular Travertone™ ceiling panels. When you lay them in,
they extend 11 /32 " below the exposed grid, creating
a bold, dimensional effect that's enhanced by the
fissured Travertone design. And note how the dimensio nal effect can be attractively accentuated by painting the grid, as seen above.
The panels are finished with a washable vinyl latex
paint. They clean quickly and easily with a moist cloth
or sponge. If desired, they can be repainted without
noticeable effect in acoustical efficiency. Made of noncombustible mineral fiber, Tegular Travertone carries
the UL label with a Class I Flame Spread rating. Tegular
Travertone Fire Guard is available with a 2-hour UL

Time-Design rating for a floor-ceiling assembly (3- hour
beam protection).
As for acoustical efficiency, Travertone' s N.R.C.
specification range is .65- .75. Average attenuation
factor is in the range of 40 decibels (ceiling STC 36).
Light reflectaoce is high, with no unpleasant glare ("a"
light-reflection coefficient).
Tegular Traverto ne is available with or without ventilating perfora t ions. Panel size is 24" x 24" x 3/4" , for
in sta llation in sta ndard exposed, suspended grid. The
panels can be easily removed, too, for quick access to
wiring, plumbing above.
Like to know more about new Tegular Travertone ?
Write: Armstrong, 4206 Rooney Street, Lancaster, Pa .

ceiling systems

by@mstrong
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FORUM
Out in Texas, where cowboy a1·e
not in the least embarra::ised to
use motorized transportation to
round up cnttle, driver educallon
recently faced a critical test. The
occasion was the April 28 completion of the final section of the
Dallas Thornton Freeway (below),
a 12-Jane complex with 11 entrances and exits for six expressways
intersecting the 1.8-mile link.
All during April, newspapers, billboards,
television
and
radio
stations dunned away offering freeway instructions in a campaign
"cast in a positive ,•ein to avoid
a larming driver before they even
got on, the road." General Motors,
in recognition of what it called
"the pivotal significance" of the
Thornton Freeway, picked up the
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$6,000 tab for the dri\'er education operation.
Nevertheless, there was hltle assurance that Texans would be happy abou t Thornton' · many lefthand turnoffs for right-hand exit ·
--even knowing they were traveling what is, to the Texas Highway
Department, "the most sophisticated piece of highway engineering ever done."
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•INS & OUTS
LANDSLIDE: BOB

Inch-by-inch, HUD l::iecretary
Weaver has dragged the rent supplement program out of a grudging Congress. With the as::iistance
of the Administration-anJ, at
one point, of the Alaskan Eskimos
-Weaver brought the program
through a series of hail'-raisingly

close vote until, by late May, it
faced only one furtl1cr ob tacle.
This wa · the sequence of e\·ent ·:
Last year, the Hou e and 8enate
both approved the rent supplement program, but the House
killed a 12 million aµpropnation
to get 1t started. Thi year the
program :seemed well on it.,, way
after the House, by a 19 -190
vote, appro,·ed Sl2 million for the
balance of fiscal 1966 (the ..\.<lminLStration had asked 30 million,
without really expecting to gel it
11.11).

But on April 25, H.epublicalll:>
and t:louthern Democrats on the
t:lenate Appropriations Committee
ganged up to knock out the 12
million by a 15-12 vote. Two day::;
later the Senate o,·errode the committee and re::itored the funds. The
key man wa · t:lenator E. L . Bartlett of Alaska, who had been
among the nay- ·ayers in the committee. After the Admmistration
reversed its opposition to a Bartlett bill providing 10 million in
housing assistance to the Eskimos,
the enator re\·er ed his to rent
supplements and cast the tiebreaking vote.
There still remained the matter
of appropriations for fiscal 1967,
however. The Administration was
asking $38 million. On May 5,
the House Appropriations Committee rejected a subcommittee
recommendation of 22 million.
The vote was 25-21.
On May 10, with no aid from
the Eskimos, the House re tored
the 22 million. The margin this
time wa::i four vote : 192-188.
"They still call me 'Land lide'
Weaver," quipped the secretary.
One last landslide still was required-passage of the fiscal 1967
funds by the Senate-but H"CD
official · were optimistic.
WHY THIE ROADBLOCKS?

The rent supplemem program,
one t:lenator ob en·ed last month,
would have had the wholehearted
support of the late Robert A.
Taft. It did, in fact, ha,·e the
backing of such staunchly conservative groups ru; the .National
Association of Real E ·tale Boards,
who saw m it a private-enterprise alternative to public housing.
Why did it run into ' O much
trouble in Congre · ? One rea on
is the present Congre ' ional mo0tl
in respect to all new dome::itic
programs, which i · compounded
of rebellion against LBJ, anticipation of the coming election and
nervousness about the high level
of spending forced by Viet Xam .
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600 million office-reside~tial complex (above) built on 98 acres of
filled land along the Hudson. It
would accommodate 14,000 families in all income ranges, without displacing a single resident-only a few old piers and ferry
terminals.
The model he presented at the
press announcement might have
done much to divert criticism of
the Trade Center design. But Wallace Harrison, who produced it,
was quick to point out that it did
not represent a design for the
project, just a preliminary study.

RUINS
CONSTRUCTIVE DEMOLITION

It's been a long wait, but the
New York World's Fair is at last
ma.king a positive contribution to
building design. The Building Research Advisory Boa.rd is conducting measurements on three Fair
pavilions in the throes of demolition to see if the complete structures have a stiffness stronger
than tests of their separate parts
would indicate.
Engineers Wiss, Janney, Elstner
& Associates, acting for BRAB,
wrapped part of the Bourbon
Street pavilion in polyethylene
sheeting, then pumped air out until the resulting vacuum collapsed
the roof and floor. The technique,
never before used on a full-aize
building, promises the most uniform Joa.ding of any testing
method.
The engineers used 208 hydraulic jacks to demolish the concrete
waffle-slab roof of the Belgian
Village Rathskeller, largest test
of this kind to date. Four big
vibrators were put to work shaking the Belgian Chimes Tower
like a tuning fork at "earthquake
rate." At the end of May, the 87foot structure was still standing.
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It was the first time since demolition of the San Francisco exposition of 1939-40 that engineers
had been given the chance to
measure the resistance of entire
buildings to weight and vibration.
BRAB, which received government and foundation support in
the testing program, will report
on the results next spring.
PICKING UP THE PIECES

Amid the rubble that announces
"progress" in our older cities, there
is often a Jot of anonymous sculpture-some of it touching, some
of it gi-otesque, some of it merely
pretentious, but most of it as little noticed before demolition as
during.
A few years ago a group of New
Yorkers who had been spiriting
away choice pieces of this wreckage decided to organize as the
Anonymous Arts Recovery Society. They soon got together with
the venerable Brooklyn Museum
across the river, which had a
memorial fund set aside for a
sculpture garden.
The result, opened this

is the Frieda Schiff Warburg Memorial Sculpture Garden, the
country's first Happy Hunting
Ground for terra cotta fauns.
Here, among 200 nameless columns, keystones, and cartouches-the sources of many of them left
unrecorded by A.A.R.S. enthusiasts
on the run-a.re such big-name
items as capitals from Louis Sullivan's Bayard Building (still standing, without them) and one of the
ladies who used to hold up the
clock in Penn Station (below left).
Money was limited, so many of
the pieces are merely strewn
about on ivy-planted banks (below). They may not show off too

that way, says Marvin
Schwartz, the museum's curator of
decorative arts, "but that may
convince people that the buildings
themselves must be saved, not
just the ruins."

•Bl&PLANS
MOLECULES

ON

THE

PLAINS

The Committee for National
Land Development Policy last
month proposed construction ol 25
new, preplanned "molecular citie "
in America by 1995. Describing
the present U. S. city as "an almost hopeless tangle," the committee said its problems could be
solved "only by transferring basic
(continued on page 87)

KEYHOLE SHOP
Hans Hollein 's first commission was even smaller than
most first commissions: a shop and showroom 12 feet
wide for a candle maker. But it brought him an enthusiastic client and a prominent location on a fashionable
Vienna shopping street. That was all Hollein needed
to shake Vienna's architectural complacency. His shop
confront the city with a cool, preci e plane of polished
aluminum, interrupted by a keyhole-shaped opening
to arouse the curiosity of the passerby and two angled
showcases to give him a hint of what is inside as he
approaches. But the name of the shop is not revealed
until he walks into the keyhole (overleaf).
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Passing between two enameled
aluminu m sign , clo e by at eye
level ( sre prc\' ious page), th
customer enters a shop no
Jargrr than 11 con1modiou drC' sing room. Th e polished aluminum or the fro nt follows him
inside, but here it picks up rcflrctions of the reddish carpet
and tbc orangr shantung which
lines tbe di splay niche . But
tbc most important added materi al i thr clear mirror in
floor-to-ceilin 00 panel that produce end! ss reflection , and thus
make t be shop look much more
spacious.
The andlC's them elves add
polyrhrome detail to the disciplinC'd compo ition. The custom-

de. ignC'<l cand les could not be
displayed burning, but the wam1
colors reflected in metal a nd
gla:s com pcn ate vi ually for lh e
mis ing fl ames and candlrst ieks.
To dramatize the cli plays of
candle in lhe niches, Hollein has
designed a set of prismatic a luminum blocks that can be stacked
in innumerable arrangements (oppo ile). Den er array of C'l1nd les
arC' pre ented in the back room
of tbe hop, on shelves and lid ing tray that line the wall ·. .A ll
. m fac in tbe back room are of
light gray plastic laminate, except for the aluminum cabinet
doors a nd gates in the rear wa ll,
which are vi ible from the
entrance (pr eviou page). .A
di play niche on the axi. of the
entrance u cs back lighting to
.·how the internal structure of
. pecial candles made of differen tly colored layers of wax.
'L' he character of the bop is
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set by the jewel-like prec1 1
with which Ilollcin ha hantll
the metal details. To keep t
aluminum hect unbroken
screws, it was attach d to u
porting bracket
with epo_
glue, except where panels had
be removable. ·wherever po ·ibl
the sheet ha been folded ovc
rather than joined at corners,
make joints le s conspituou
The silky textmc of the polish
has been comp
mented by brighter metal
ome point : chromium plat
brass m the show wintlo
frames, chromium plated sl cl i
the door hardware (specially cl
signed for tl1c spe<:ially <le ·ign
aluminum door), autl tainlc
steel in the central light fixtur
Heating and cooling cqui
111cnt, all of it quite onlinar~
has been left expo eel. The 01•er
door air conditioner bas bcCJ
given a new aluminum ma k 01
lhc interior, but the warm ai
intake and gril le to the left o
the door arc unclisgui eel. An al
most whim ical suspended Cm
di tributes conditioned air to th1
back room ( cc prcviou page)
Mo t of the lighting is equall
simple. The architc ·t-dc ign
tainle s slccl fixture at th
center of the shop provide gcnl
era! illumination and is visi bl1
from out iclc through the "key
hole." Spotlight over the candl1
displays, which look rather in·
clu trial, arc actually cu tom·
made of chromium-plated tee!
Hollei n's remarkable develop~
rncnt of a minor tommi · ion, an9
his meticulous metal detailing!
won him lbc $25,000 R.
Rcyuoltls Memorial .Award, to be
presented at the A.I.A. Convention in Dem·er thi month. It
is the first time in the ten year~
of the Reynolds program tha\
the award ha gone to a wor
that cost less than the prize.

s1

FACTS AND FIGURES
Retti Candle-Specialty Shop, Vienna,
Aust ria . Owner: Marius Retti Wachswarenwerk. Architect : H ans Hollein .
lighting consultant : Rudolph Gschnitzer. Mechanical consultant: Ede Dulosy.
Building
contractor:
Konrad
Mandahus . Metal fabricator: Anton
Schwarz. Building area (gross): 248
sq. ft. Cost: approximately $16 ,000,
excluding fees and cost of space.
PHOTOGRAPHS : Franz Hubmann .
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The Bay Area
Takes a
Billion-Dollar
Ride

One weekday morning in December, 1969, if all goes !
according to plan, a suburban commuter in the San
Francisco Bay Area will enter a handsome new building not far from his house, purchase a ticket from an
automatic machine, walk through a computerized turnstile, and take a fast escalator to a canopy-sheltered
platform. Not more than two minutes later, he will
board a sleek, shiny train, walk down a carpet-covered
aisle, and sit in a wide, upholstered seat. Riding in
quiet, air-conditioned comfort, he will be whisked away
on clickless tracks at speeds reaching 80 miles an hour.
He will gain his destination in a fraction of the time
it would have taken by car or bus.
He, and hopefully some 100,000 others like him, will
be riding BART (for Bay Area Rapid Transit), the
first totally new mass transit system to be built in the
U.S. in more than 50 years, and the first to openly 1
challenge the dominance of the automobile.
A lot more than the future of the Bay Area will be
riding on BART's billion-dollar attempt to rescue the
area from traffic strangulation and drastic decentralization of its urban centers. The outcome will be
watched closely by officials in scores of other cities
who want rto know, without having to find out the hard /
way, whether a modern version of the traditional
fixed-rail rapid transit system is an answer to their
own problems, or merely a false hope.
Luring the commuter

To win its gamble, BART is banking on a simple, I
but untried, formula: provide a system so fast, so convenient, so economical, and so plush that at least half
of the commuters in the three-county district served
by BART will gladly leave their cars at home. BART's
planners exude confidence that they will carry it off,
and they point to the fact that voters in the district
embraced •t he concept of rapid transit in 1962 when
they passed a $792-million bond issue-the largest of
its kind in history-to :finance construction of the system. (An additional $180 million in surplus Bay Bridge
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tolls, $71 million in revenue bonds, and $8 million in
Federal grants will make up the remainder.)
BART will link the urban core of San FranciscoOakland with more than a dozen suburban communities in rthe East Bay. Its 75-mile route will have 12112
miles of subways in downtown San Francisco, Oakland, and Berkeley; 31 miles of elevated lines (BART,
for obvious reasons, prefers to call them ''aerial
lines"); 24 miles of surface lines; a 3112-mile twin tunnel through the Berkeley hills; and a 4-mile tubethe world's longest-under the Bay. Twenty-three of
its 37 architect-designed stations will have free parking lots, ranging in capacity from 300 to 1,500 cars.
BART's lightweight aluminum trains, riding on a
wider-than-normal track gauge for greater stability,
will maintain an average speed of 50 miles an hour,
including staitions stops. (Other U.S. systems have
trouble exceeding an average of 20 m.p.h.) The transbay trip from downtown San Francisco to downtown
Oakland will take eight minutes; -the same trip by
car can take at least 30 minutes during rush hours.
The trip from Walnut Creek to San Francisco now
requires 45 to 55 minutes; BART's schedule is 28.
BART's trains, to be automatically operated from
a single control center, will initially be scheduled at
two-minute intervals at peak hours, with a maximum
of 15 to 20 minutes at slack periods. Eventually, as
patronage picks up, BART aims to reduce the peakhour headway to 75 seconds.
Fares, ranging from 25 cents to $1 for a single •t rip,
will be high by conventional transit standards, but
easily competitive with the cost of commuting by car.
Passengers will be checked in and out of the system
by magnetically coded tickets purchased from automatic, self-service fare collection machines. The tickets, with values as high as $20, will be read by electronic exit and entry gates, the trip amount deducted,
and a new entry made on the back to tell the rider
how much value he has left. BART may also issue
credit cards and bill regular paitrons monthly.
BART is even thinking of providing "train screen"

bar rier walls between the station platforms and the
train to shield passengers from noise and air blasts.
The screens would be balustrade height in the 22
above-ground stations, and full height in the 15 subway stations. Automatically controlled gates would
open in unison with the train doors.
Voices of dissent

Despite BART 's space-age trappings, some look
upon its prospects with less than enthusiasm. Martin
Wohl, former director of Harvard's Transport Research Program and now a National Science Foundation fellow at Berkeley, claims that ''San Francisco
has been sold a 19th-century system with a few modern-day embellishments to make it appear futuristic."
In choosing electric, :fixed-rail transit, says Wohl,
BART has tied itself to an "unchanging, immobile and
inflexible system that will be in stark contrast to the
highly mobile society it will serve.''
Noting that more than 80 per cent of the area's
downtown workers live within 12 miles of ~heir jobs,
Wohl predicts that BART, with irts system of widely
spaced stations averaging two miles apart, will be too
inconvenient to be used by enough of the close-in workers, and will have too few potential customers from
the outlying regions.
J •o hn W. Dyckman, chairman of Berkeley's Center
for Planning and Development Research, shares these
views. "A·s an answer to the problem of urban transporitation," he wrote in Scientific American, "BART
bas great shortcomings to match its great promise.''
It is too early to tell whether BART or •t he critics
are right about these basic traPsportation planning
decisions, •a nd too 1'ate to change them. But BART is
more than transportation-it is the largest single act
of urban design currently underway in the U.S. On
the following pages is an analysis of the processes by
which the design phase of BART is being carried out,
of the results to date, and of the impact which the
system will have on the cities it servos.
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The men who shaped BART
were, first an engineer,
then a publicist, and
finally an architect

The three men who have played
perhaps the most important
individual roles in BART's planning and design entered the
process at significantly spaced
intervals. One, an engineer, was
in from the system's first conception in 1953. Another, a
newspaperman turned publicist,
came in just before the N ovember, 1962, bond election and
tayed on to become BART's
general manager. The third, an
ar chitect, was engaged less than
three years ago.
The engineer was Walter 0.
Douglas, partner in the giant
fir m of Parsons, Brinckerhoff,
H all & MacDonald, the first professional consultants hired by
the San Francisco Bay Area
Rapid Transit Commission. The
commission, established by the
State Legislature in 1951, asked
P arsons, Brinckerhoff for anwers to four basic questions: Is
an interurban rapid transit system needed for the Bay Area Y
If so, what communities should
rapid transit serve and along
what routes 7 What type of
transit would best meet the Bay
Area's needs 7 And finally, is the
cost justified?
In 1953, after two years of
study, the engineers produced a
far-ranging report that answered
the first and fourth questions
with a resounding "yes." "We
do not doubt that the Bay Area
citizens can afford rapid transit," they said. "We question
seriously whether they can afford not to have it.'' The system they proposed joined San
Francisco and Oakland by a
transbay tube, and extended into Marin County, north and
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south along the East Bay shore,
through the East Bay hills into
residential Contra Costa County,
and down the Peninsula. A later
stage was to loop the bay, going as far as San Jose to the
south, Napa and Santa Rosa to
the north, and Livermore to the
east.
The report was more than a
system diagram : it constituted
the first land-use master plan
ever developed for the Bay Area,

and to this day it remains the
only one. It went far beyond
engineering considerations, incorporating the research and
conclusions of planners Adams,
Howard & Greeley of Boston
and Lawrence Livingston Jr. of
San Francisco, plus assorted experts in population, economics,
real estate, industrial land planning, traffic •a nd transportation
-as well as a planning staff
employed by the engineers. A

large committee of city planners
throughout the area also partici
pated in its development.
"The report," says Walter
Douglas, who beaded the project and is often called the father
of Bay Area transit, "was a
bona fide regional expression of
the planning profession of the
area. We acted more as a catalyst than anything else. Nobody can deny that many of the
finest minds in the country in

lie regional planning field paricipated in the report."
In 1957, the Legislature transormed the commission into the
3ay Area Rapid Transit Disrict, covering the five innerbay
ounties affected by the plan's
irst stage. The district was comiosed of directors officially apiointed by county boards of su1ervisors and committees of
1ayors, and was given authority
o levy taxes to support a genral obligation bond issu~if
pproved by the voters.
The BART District's first
!l.Sk was to produce a more de!1.iled plan, complete with align1ents, station locations, perormance standards, and cost
stimates, on which to base the
ond issue. Again it called on its
riginal consultants (now called
'arsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade &
>ouglas) who formed a joint
enture with Tudor Engineering
'. o. and Bechtel Corp. The plan
roposed by the joint venture
Parsons Brinckerhoff - Tudor .echtel) looked substantially
ke the final route map at uper left-but with a few signifimt differences.
The 1957 legislation required
pproval of county supervisors
efore the bond election. BART
iffered its first major setback
:hen the supervisors of San
[ateo County, just south of San
'rancisco in the neck of the
eninsula, pulled out. They felt
1at the county would pay too
.uch and gain too little. Then
[arin County, to the north, was
>reed out when an engineering
iview panel ruled that the
'Olden Gate Bridge could not
Lfely carry transit facilities.

Walter Douglas: The Engineer

The solid lines on the original
map in two major directions of
commutation, representing fu-ststage construction, became dotted lines representing a later
extension of the system.
BART then turned to the job
of selling rail transit to the
auto-minded residents of the remaining three counties (one of
which, Contra Costa, had come
within a single supervisor's vote
of dropping out too). As chief
salesman, it hired B. R. Stokes,
political reporter for the Knowland family's Oakland Tribune.
Stokes and the BART directors
-including Adrien J. Falk, the
dynamic 81-year-old president of
the board-embarked on a continuous round of speechmaking.
"We didn't turn down a single
request," recalls Stokes. "We
talked to groups of all sizes and
types."
The law required a 60 per cent
majority for approval of the

B. R. Stokes : The Manager

$792 million bond issue. BART
got 61.2 per cent. BART also
won a taxpayers' suit that followed the election (and caused
a six-month delay). Stokes was
appointed general manager of
the operation, and, to no one's
surprise, the joint venture of
Parsons Brinckerhoff - Tudor Bechtel was retained to carry
their plan through design and
construction.
The budget upon which the
bond issue was based had not
contained any money for landscaping or architectural services.

But BART "wanted the system
to 'be esthetically pleasing," says
Stokes, so decided to engage
architects and landscape architects to work under the engineers.
Thus it was that, in the fall
of 1963, Donn E. Emmons of
Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons
became consulting architect, not
to BART but to the joint venture. (He was not quite the first
architect on the scene: in the
spring, the engineers had hired
a young practitioner named
Sprague Thresher on a staff
basis to advise on procedures.)
BART also named Lawrence W.
Halprin as chief landscape
architect, and Emmons called
upon Ernest Born to be a subconsultant on design of subway
stations. BART was getting
ready to build.
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BART:
The trains
and tracks

"It'll knock your eye out," predicted BART Director H. L.
Cummings early last year. He
bad just returned from the offices
of Suudberg-Ferar in Southfield,
Mich., a suburb of Detroit,
where he got a preview look at
the prototype passenger car
which the firm had de igned and
built, working with the St. Loni
Car division of General teel
Indu tries. Cummings d cribed
what he saw as "fabulous, something way beyond our dreams."
Later, after the prototype wa
trucked to the Bay Area and

unveiled last June, Cummings'
raves were taken up by his fellow directors and the BART
staff. Falk praised iLs "jet liner
luxury." tokes aid it "epitomizes, more than any words can
do, our entire philosophy."
BART had been expecting
great things from SundbergFerar, who won the contract
after BART had interviewed
four industrial design firms. The
other candidates, so the widely
circulated story goes, made rather quiet, ober presentations,
while Sundberg-Ferar put on a

pectacle that tremendously ·
pres ed the board and staff.
The prototype design is " ·
ple, straight-forward, logi
easy to accept," says Carl
undbcrg, who with l\fontgo
C'ry Fcrar, an architect, found
the firm in 1933 after both h
worked as designers in the sty
ing seclion of General l\Iotor
"We gave the nose a sophist
cated, culptured look, yet
kept it simple; we used no gi
micks or clicbes trictly for t~
ake of appearance. We wante
lhe car to appeal to all ages an

ilks of life, so we gave it a
· t look to reach the younger
ncration, yet a solid, practical,
en dignified look to appeal to
lull ."
omc fear that the luxurious
terior will be an irres.istible
mptation to vandals. Falk dis:rc : "You don't decide not to
Lile! a new house just because
mcone might throw a rock
rough th pictur window. We
icd to make the car so attracrn it will discourage malice of
is ort." Others find the car's
· ign too lickly "Detroit." Ar-

chitect Edward C. Bassett of
SOM feels it should have had a
"timeless quality, in the tradition of true industral design."
The prototype' most controversial feature i the control
"pod"-thc detachable section at
the front that gives the car its
culptcd profile. The pod houses
all the automatic control equipment for each train (plus a
manual control panel which the
operator will use only in emergencies), eliminating the need
for expen ive, pace-consuming
control cabin in each car. But

the BART tram arc huttlc
(there arc no loop ) , which
means that the wheellcss pod
mu t be hoisted and attached to
both ends, thu greatly complicating the frequent procedm:e of
changing the length of trains.
Nevcrthcles , BART is so delighted with Sundberg-Ferar"s
work that it has hil:ed the firm
to design all the tation hardware (ticket booth , turnsti les,
vending machines, housing for
the automatic fare collection system) and all the graphi
(the BART symbol, route maps,

and directional and informational signs in all stations). It would
be urprisin.,. if Donn Emmons
did not feel that he hould have
been given an active role in the
work turned over to undbcrgl<'erar. In tcad, he can do little
more than cxpre hi op10100 ,
along with members of BART'
and the enginec1 ' taiis.
At the time undberg-Ferar
wa gi vcn the graphic contract,
Emmon already had put together a et of criteria and
standards for tation igning
and had proposed that Saul

Thirty miles of burly
elevated track structures
will be run through both
countryside and city

Ba.ss be hired to execute the
designs. The proposal, 1l.COOrding
to Emmons, was vetoed by
Stokes, and his preliminary work
was turned over to SundbergFerar. So far, the fat, interlocking "ha" symbol is the only
phase of the graphics to reach
final board approval. It is not
an entirely promising beginning.
While Emmons has been generally bypassed on the development of the system's hardware,
he is directly responsible for the
design of BART's most important single visual element: the

elevated track structure that will
cut through cities, towns, suburbs and countryside along some
30 miles of the route. Emmons'
basic design, which will be used
for all but special long-span
and switch struetures, employs
a hexagonal concrete column
with transverse pier beams supporting slender, overhanging
girders. Each of the trapezoidal
girders is notched at the end to
enclose the tops of the piers,
lessening the apparent bulk of
the structure. Each track rests
upon a separate girder, making

it possible to bank the trac
separately on curves and sharp
ly reduce the required rise.
When Emmons presented th
design to the board for approv
al, he brought along sketches o
several alternate schemes whic
his office had worked up. Mos
of the other schemes, Emmo
says, were done "tongne ·
cheek," but the board took the
seriously. An internal hassle d
veloped over which design w
the best. It reached such propor
tions that, in desperation, th
board decided to call in an ou

1ide authority to referee the de1ate. It picked John E. Burchu·d, former dean of humanities
L11d social science at MIT, who
Lt the time was in residence at
.he University of California in
3erkeley as a visiting lecturer
n architecture and urban design.
Burchard studied all the de:igns and issued a philosophical
·eport on elevated structures in
~eneral and Emmons' several
1chemes in particular. "The first
sthetic quest ion," Burchard
.aid, "is whether to state [the
rack structure's] presence very

strongly, even brutally, or to let
it be as modest an element as
possible. Were we speaking of
a viaduct spanning a chasm or
a rb ridge crossing a bay we might
make a good case for a bold,
almost dominant statement. But
in our case the structure goes
on and on. In such circumstances
the dramatic solution is not really acceptable and we are left
with the necessity to find a design which is modest and compatible but not a piece of camouflage."
Burchard concluded that the

scheme originally proposed by
Emmons was the best, calling it
"far more direct and positive
and good looking, while at the
same time free of any affectation." He also advised the board
to be "influenced most" by Emmons' opinions : "Not only are
his qualifications high, but it is
essential that the person involved in these decisions be close
to the process by which they are
subsequently implemented."
Emmons says he was assured
that he would be involved in the
design of structures for special
1

1

situations where the basic structure would not serve, but Stokes
apparently has never said one
was special. For the design of
one such structure, however-a
230-foot bridge spanning an
intersection in Daly City-the
engineers have brought in Gerald M. McCue & Associates as
consulting ra rchitects. The design,
employing a rigid-frame center
span on V-shaped columns, is
"one of the most happy results
of collaboration between architects and engineers I have ever
seen," says Walter Douglas.

BART:
Architecture
along the line

BART 11a become easi ly llic
large t single employer of al'chitect , in Lhe an Franci co Bay
A rl!a. A total of 14 firms have
b n commi ioned to designor, a ome would have it, refine
-the sy ·tern's 37 stations.
The involvement of o many
finu was the direct re ult of a
cl i ion made hortly after Em111011 and Thresher were brought
in. The two architects toured t he
rapid tran it y tern of Europe.
Thl'e her recall that they wel'•'
truck by the cliffermce between
the "sterile" station of Berlin,

de i"'ned by the city architects,
and the "delightful" station.:; of
tockholm, de igncd by a Yaricty of private architect working
from chematic fumi bed by
the engineers.
They rcttu·ned, says Tbrc her,
convinced "that we mu t deliberately avo id monotony" by u. e of
a multitude of arch itects, "even
t hough we knew it would be a
lot tougher that way." Thi,; philo ophy was accepted by BART
and the engineers, and Emmon
drew up a list of what be conidered to be the best of the Bay

Arca architectural firrn . BART
re crve<l the right Lo make the
final election . Of the cho en H,
only one firm, l\Iahcr & l\Iarten
(which was given four tation ),
was not on the Emmons li t. The
prn es of tation de ·ign i now
at midpoint, and the widely
varying results to date (sample
below) have a much to do with
procedure a with the talent
of the a: chitcet inYolved.
The bl'giru1ing was promi ing.
Immediately after his appointment, Emmon b gan putting
together a re carch staff to help

evelop design criteria for the
ntire y tern. "Kobody had any
lea of what the architecture of
apid tran it hould be," he says.
It was like trying to determine
1hat a modern office building
h uld be if the la t one were
h Woolworth Building."
Emmons made what seems, at
~a t in retrospect, a daring
hoice of a leader for his recarch team : Christopher Alexnder, the young British archtcct-mathematician, then ju t
rrived at Berkeley, who bas
ince become a leader in the

attempt to bring the design process into line with the cybernetic
1evolution (sec "A City Is Kot
a Tr e," April and l\Iay 1965).
Alexander and his group tu.died
the transit sy terns of New York,
hicago, Philadelphia and Toronto; talked with a cross section
of those involved in transit,
from administrators to janitors
to pas engers; consulted a number of behavioral scientists; and
fed their findings through computc1 .
The output was a list of ome
500 root requirements for transit

de::;ign - neither pecifications
nor performance tandards, but
what Alexander called "relational characteristics." Example : people hould not have to
it touching strangers; a passenger should encounter as few
obstacles as po ible between the
time he ente1 the system and
the time be reaches bi seat in
the train ; there should be no
dead-end tation corridors where
a woman could be trapped.
The research bad been underway about a year, and bad cost
nearly $100,000, when it was

abruptly halted by BART and
the engineers. They had seen
Alexander's list of requirement ,
and had dismissd it as a "joke
book."
According to Alexander, the
engineers rejected hi work because it dealt with basic relationship , rather than number-. The
relationships were so basic, in
fact, and o simple to talk about,
that BART couldn't believe they
had any value, in Alexander'
view. Alexander feel BART
and the engineer were not
interc ted in anything except

wedding between Alexander and
the hard-headed engineers of
BART was far from an ideal
match. Emmons, the man in the
middle, says that "a lot of good
information came from the research, and that most of it was
incorporated into the Manual of
Architectural Standards, a 201page document developed by
Emmons' office as a guide for
the architects designing the individual stations.
But many of the station architects interviewed by the FORUM
interpret the incident as the

expediency and cost estimates.
According to the joint venture's Walter Douglas, Alexander's work was rejected because
"it couldn't be focused into the
decision making process." Says
Douglas, "We were never enthusiastic about what could be
accomplished by sociologists and
psychologists and people of that
nature. We have always been
enthusiastic about what could be
accomplished 1by such people as
lighting consultants and acoustical consultants."
As these words indicate, the

The name of the game is
engineering, and the
rules for design are fixed
well in advance

Right, two further variations: For a
light industrial area in El Cerrito
(top), DeMars and Reay have bowed
out the platform area to accommo·
date the escalators, freeing space
in the ground·level concourse. For
the Ashby station in Berkeley (bot·
tom) . where height was a problem.
Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons made
the entrances understreet tunnels
and sunk the lofty, glazed con·
course below grade.
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decisive encounter in a struggle
over basic design philosophy,
from which the engineers emerged
t'he \vinners. At issue, they
feel, was the question of whether
BART's architects would be
permitted to engage in truly
conceptual design, or merely
serve as cosmeticians for concepts already established by the
engineers. "The name of our
game is engineering," Stokes
answers flatly. "Engineers have
to be in the lead. Ours is a systems approach that brings architecture into all the other con-
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Left, Emmons' office supplies ar·
chitects with the diagrams such as
the one at top, showing all of the
essential station elements and de·
sirable circulation paths. This one
is for a suburban station in the
morning: thus, the major flow is to
the trains and the minor (dotted
lines) from them. The center dia·
gram shows how such a program
was interpreted in the plan of the
San Leandro station. The bouncing
balls in the bottom diagram repre·
sents the steps a two-stage station
design must go through.

epts. Architects are involved in
he projects almost from the
•eginning."
The rules of Stokes's game-he official design procedure for
he BART stations-is a com>lex, lengthy process that, acording to discussions with the
tation architects, is breached
nore often than it is followed.
rhe procedure involves seven
1tages, with each stage subject
o full review by the Design
ieview Group (composed of
~mmons and key staff members
>f both the joint venture and

BART), the Board of Conb:ol
of the joint venture (composed
of principals of each of the
three engineering firms), officials
of the cities involved, the architectural review committee of
BART's Board of Directors and,
finally, the full board.
First, a "station locator," who
is usually a design engineer but
never an architect, prepares a
rough site development plan for
the station area, puts it through
the review process, and polishes
it into a "design approval map."
Then a design engineer from one

of the joint-venture firms works
with Emmons' office in preparing a detailed site development
plan. The station architect then
begins his work under the direction of the design engineer, and
it is put through the full review
process at five points: definitive
station layout, architectural preliminaries, and three times during preparation of the contract
documents.
A great deal of the station
design, as this indicates, is fixed
before the station architect
comes along. The site plan tells

him the precise location of the
station on its site, and the layout of parking lots and external
circulation. And the manual
tells him a great deal more about
its internal organization.
All stations, the manual specifies, must contain the following: a Free Area, entered without paying a fare, where patrons
buy tickets; a Paid Area inside
the collection gate ; a Concourse
between the entrance and the
tracks, which always must be at
mezzanine level in the subway
station ; a Platform, always 700

BART was able to squekh
an architects' revolt,
but it has yet to master
its budget problems

feet long; a Canopy sheltering
the platform, ·always 280 feet
long; a Station Core near the
covered portion of the platform,
which mu t be in operation at
all times while other areas are
clo ed off during slack hours;
and service spaces for electrical
and mechanical equipment.
The manual further specific
certain standard items, such as a
station agent's booth and the
canopy, that must be incorporated in the station design. It
also tells the architect exa tly
what materials he can and can-

not employ on the mtenors.
"Working within the framework of these standards," says
the manual, "each project architect will be free to use his imagination and skill to design the
best po ible station." Some of
the architects have been quite
willing to accept the limitations
of the manual and the complex
deign procedures as necessary,
and make the best of them.
Other find them more a straitjacket than a framework.
A common complaint has it
that too much depends on the

design engmeer. As one of th
architects put it, "If the desigr
engineer is knowledgeable an
under tanding-and many o
them are-he can do a lot t
get things approved. But if h
isn't, he can block everythin
you're trying to do." Others
even further. "There is no on
in the organization with an un
derstanding or real interest ·
architecture," says one archi
tect. "They talk about havin
the best architects they coul
find, but they have no real conviction." Says another, "The

1e a pinched and mean con>t of what tations should be."
:!.mmons, for his part, can
er little help when problems
1clop. The station architects
not allowed to consult
·ectly with him, but must first
through proper channels at
i joint venturn. In an attempt
force a change, one of the
'hitects drew up a petition
:nanding that Emmons be
•en more authority and that
i architects be allowed more
·ign freedom. The petition
d received everal signatures

when BART found out about it
and squelched the revolt. The
firm that instigated the plot, so
the story goes, bad been promised another station commission,
but when the plot was uncovered, the station went to someone else. "We didn't want it
anyway," says the architect.
Trouble of another kind, developing for months, came to a
climax in February. The low bid
for the downtown Oakland subway was $61.5 million-28 per
cent over e timates. A majority of the BART board, which

The principal problem of the sub·
way station architects has been to
give some spatial quality to the
mezzan i nes, despite low ceiling
heights specified by the engineers.
For two under Market Street (left),
SOM slightly arched the ceilings,
recessed the I ights between ex·
posed structural members-and
proposed to take out two rows of
columns to leave the clear span
shown in the model photo (loads
would have been taken by the side·
walls to the slab beneath). BART
first accepted the scheme, then rejected it on grounds of cost. The
Market Street subways contain both
BART and municipal trolleys.
For two especially constricted sub ·
ways stations on Broadway in Oak·
land (top right), Gerald M. McCue
& Associates have opened the plat·
form level to the mezzanine, mak·
ing the mezzanine appear a bal·
cony. For the downtown station in
Berkeley (bottom right), Maher &
Martens had it easier. The main entrance emerges into a landscaped
plaza, so the architects created
what they call a "jewel box" to
bring light into the mezzanine.

had been watching inflation take
its toll of the budget, wanted to
admit the necessity of finding
more money. But a two-thirds
vote was needed, so instead
BART cut back and called for
new bids. Stringent economy has
been the watchword of BART
and its engineers ever since.
"The budget heroes have got
control of the situation," charges
one architect. " The engineers do
all the estimating, and the only
way we can argue with them is
for us to privately do our own
estimating. If they can get a

5 per cent gain in economy, it
doesn't matter that we have 50
per cent lo s in quality."
Around the offices of BART
and the joint venture, there is
a stock answer for such charges.
Say David G. Hammond, the
di trict's director of development: "The architects often go
off in directions that were never
intended. They want to build the
be t monument possible, but we
have to strike a balance between
a Taj l\fahal and the budget."
The balance hasn't been struck
in favor of the Taj l\fahal.

BART:
Planning and
persuasion

"We are designing a transit system, not the Bay Area," says
George L. McDonald, BART's
director of public relations. The
remark goes far fo explain the
approach employed by BART
in carrying out the largest planning operation in the history of
the Bay Area. There are no
physical planners or urban designers on BART's staff. Instead, BART depends on transit
engineers, public relations men,
and sometimes its station architects to work out the details of
location and design with the 17

communities astride its route.
As for the tremendous developmental impact that BART
will have on areas outside its
narrow property lines, BART's
attitude is one of sympathetic
non-involvement. "We are a catalyst that can make a lot of
things happen," says B. R.
Stokes. "But we have to limit
ourselves to our facilities. We
have no business usurping the
the role of planning commissions, city councils, supervisors,
and the business community."
But the system and its sur-

roundings are inextricably ho
together, and BART often
itself deeply embroiled in w
goes on beyond its boundaries.
classic case history is the sev
year struggle among BART,
city, and private business int
ests over Market Street. BA
will run a subway under M
ket from the waterfront to Ci
Center, offering a dramatic o
portunity to transform the
strewn street into the gr
boulevard it has always hop1
to be. The opportunity is a lo
way from realization.

.e struggle began over staloca.tions. BART wanted to
i Montgomery Street (San
.cisco's Wall Street) the
stop, then swing down to
ret. It was following the
d transportation theory of
.ng stations where the pal are. But the city is planthe revitalization of the
tted area on the other side
farket, and wanted to put
stations where they would
f most help. BART agreed
.ove the stop to the interseeof Market and Montgomery.

Next, the city asked that
BART extend its service through
the Twin Peaks streetcar tunnel at the upper end of Market
to the residential neighborhoods
beyond. BART balked at this,
but o:ffered to incorporate the
streetcar lines down Market in
its subway, a level above its own
tracks. The resulting reduction
in traffic and trolley wires may
be BART's most visible contribution to the character of the
street. It was not entirely a
selfless gesture, however : BART
expects that some day it will

Left, San Francisco's Market Street
is the Bay Area's major thorough fare, as well as one of its major eyesores. San Franciscans have long
dreamed of turning it into a grand
boulevard, and the coming of BART,
which will have four stations be neath the street, may provide the
needed impetus.
Right, the street will be relieved of
its jumble of overhead wires and
some of its traffic problems by consolidating the city's municipal trol ley line underground with BART,
whose retouched publicity photo
gives some idea of what the change
could mean. The subway cutout in
the photo is misleading, however:
the station mezzanines will not be
close to the street surface , as the
drawing indicates, but some 28 feet
below ground.
Below, Mario Ciampi & Associates
and John Carl Warnecke & Associates are now doing a master plan
for Market Street's visual rejuvenation . Their first step was to take
most of the space vacated by the
trolleys and put it into sidewalks,
which will be widened to 35 feet.
The section drawing shows the relationships of the sidewalks and
traffic lanes to the entrances of
BART's subway stations.

need four tracks on Market, at
which time the streetcar level
will oome in handy.
When it ca.me to design of the
subway, BART became firm.
The city wanted BART to consolidate the utility lines under
Market, which, among other beneficial results, would have allowed the station mezzanines to
be built closer to street level
and the 'basements of adjoining
stores. BART rejected the idea
when it decided to build the subway by tunneling between stations rather than digging up the

street. (A plan to join the mezzanines into a continuous underground concourse was a casualty
of the same decision.) As it is,
the mezzanine floors will be
about 23 feet below the street
surface, far beneath the level
of the store basements.
BART originally planned to
have entrances 1;o the subway
on only one side of Market's
major intersections. The city,
pointing out that the result
would be to greatly increase pedestrian-vehicle conflicts on the
wide street, is asking for Federal

With
make
good
lines,

subways, cities can
the most of a
thing; with aerial
it's not that easy

funds to extend the mezzanines
under the intersections and have
entrances on both sides. BART
is willing to go along.
Through most of the horse
trading with BART, the city
has acted only after insistent
prodding by a number of private organizations. Chief gadfly has been the Market Street
Development Project, set up by
the San Francisco Planning and
Urban Renewal Association and
headed by Architect-Planner
Gerald J. McLindon, who has
proposed many of the changes

made to date. It was only last
year that Mayor John F. Shelley set up an official Transit
Task Force under T. J. Kent
Jr., his coordinator of planning,
housing, and development.
The Task Force, through its
architectural and planning consultants, Mario J. Ciampi &
Associates and John Carl Warnecke & Associates, is now developing a Market Street master
plan to make the most of the opportunities presented by BART's
construction. Ciampi and Warnecke last month proposed that

the street be narrowed to fo
lanes and the sidewalks be wid
ened from the present 22 fee
to 35. The city's superviso
approved this first step, and th
architects are now at work o
the rest of the plan.
Apart from the prospect o
widened sidewalks, only a single
piece of open space has been
planned along Market as a result of BART: a unken municipal plaza connecting with
the Powell Street station mezzanine. BART certainly cannot
be blamed for the fact that there

1ve not been more. In 1964,
ART took some 60 government
1d business leaders from San
rancisco and Oakland to Penn
enter in Philadelphia, which
toke described as "an outanding example of what coorinaiion between public and priate ector of a metropolitan
rea can do with transit as a
;rong planning spur." Later
·ART had Architect Emmons,
:om, and McCue do design
udies on integration of subway
[!trances with new commercial
uildin"' and plazas. So far

berm

there have been no takei among
private developers.
The controversies over BART's
subway lines are basically matters of making the best of a
good thing. The same cannot
be said of the ystem's aerial
segments. A ide from the historically blighting effect of elevated tracks, no matter how well
designed, each aerial station will
be erved by acres of open parking. BART is building only one
garage structure (at the station
near its Oakland headquarters).
Because of BART's budget

railroad right of way

problems, moreover, the landscaping of parking lots has been
cut back, and some will be left
undeveloped for years to come
as rn w and vacant land.
As they see land bei11g cleared,
the cities and suburbs along the
aerial lines are awakening to
what, in physical terms, BART
will mean to them. Berkeley
awakened early. For seven years
it has •been fighting BART's
plans to run elevated tracks
down the middle of three of its
major streets.
BART defend the aerial line

rapid trans1t(platform & trains)

on two grounds : they are more
pleasant for the riders than
ubways, and they are cheap.
Subways in cities, Walter Douglas says, cost between $25 and
$30 million per mile, elevated
lines $5 to $6 million. BART,
Dougla pledges, will not run
elevated structures on city streets
unle there is 100 feet between
building lines, and will buy
property to meet this standard.
BART and Berkeley finally
reached an informal compromise: When bids are taken for
the elevated lines, BART will

berm
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BART and the cities are
having a tug of war.
The likelihood is that
neither side will win

include an alternate for putting
about two thirds of them underground. Berkeley will pay the
extra $150,000 in engineering
costs required to include the alternate, and will then have 75
days to decide whether to pay
the extra construction costs of a
subway. Neither side is completely happy with the arrangement
-BART faces the delay, if not
the cost, of a change in its plans,
and Berkeley faces a whopping
bond issue.
Because of such city-system
conflicts all along the line,

BART still has to sign route
and station agreements with seven of the 17 communities it will
pass through. The fault is by no
means all BART's. Only a handful of the cities have made any
attempt to .plan for the impact
the system will have on them.
Most have been too content to sit
back and watch speculators buy
up property ·a round the stations.
"A pet theme of local communities," says Ernest Born, "is
to cash in on BART by getting
it to build new sewers, put in
new paving and curbs, and make

other improvements that the
should pay for themselves.'' I
anything, says Born, BAR
"tries too hard to keep peopl
happy. It has spent millions o
dollars on asinine investigatio
to satisfy stupid politicians."
"No one can say that the Bay
Area bas not bad an opportunity to fully explore and evaluate the impact and potential
which rapid transit will have on
its communities," says McLindon. "Its failure to make the
most of this chance can only be
attributed to Jack of initiative on

a part of communities, and
lk of imagination during the
tailed study period."
The detailed study period, of
urse, was BART's responsibiy, and McLindon and others
tim that many of BART's.d the communities'-current
ortcomings can be traced to
e absence of any regional, city
· neighborhood planning at this
>int. "Of course these aspects
e beyond the comprehension
td control of the tran it engi:er," says McLindon. "From
e very outset, the team hould

have been made up of planners,
architects and landscape architects, as well as engineers. This
team should have been prodding
local communities into action,
and requesting definitive plans
with which the system could
have been integrated."
BART feels that its planning
obligations were taken care of
with its first rapid transit plan
completed in 1956, in which a
number of planners participated.
"When the District studies began," says Walter Douglas, "we
did not try to redo that original

report. We knew of no rcasou
to redo it, and I still don't."
That early plan, points out
.Architect-Planner Rai Y. Okamoto, was only "a regional
framework to identify the needs
and specify solutions in general
terms. The Bay .Area has continued to grow with no reference
to the plan."
BART erred, says Okamoto,
in not building "mechanics for
continuous planning'' into the
process. ".At the District level,
there are keen and aware people,'' he ays. "But when it gets

down to hard rock, the engineers
take over. They are reluctant to
accept more new variables that
might arise from somebody's
making an impact study."
Okamoto speaks from direct
experience. He and his partner,
William H. Liskamm, have conducted such studies in downtown
Berkeley and Richmond and in
San Francisco's Mission District.
The firm's Mission plan (see below) illustrates more than anything that has yet been done the
system's great potential as a
shaper of cities.

BART:
Ready or not,
here it comes

''Now under construction, RAPID TRANSIT for the
Bay Area," exults the cover of a promotional brochure distributed by BART. "A congestion-free, 75mile network of SUBWAYS·AERIAL LINES·SURFACE LINES comprising the world's fastest, safest
and most modern urban transportation system.''
BART's circus-poster claims are essentially true. The
sy tern will be a feat of transportation engineering to
match San Francisco's famed bridges.
If engineering were the beginning and end of transit, in fact, there would be little about BART to
que tion. But tran it is much more. It is a force of
unmatched power for shaping the growth of a metropolis. BART, whether it like to admit the fact or not,
is indeed designing the Bay Area, as the experience
of other metropolitan areas proves. In boominoToronto, two thirds of the city's major building construction in the last five years has been within walking
distance of the stations on its 11-year-old transit line.
BART presents certain paradoxes. It will be the
first truly modern transit system in the U. S., yet it
is being planned according to 19th century concepts of
the relationship between transportation and metropolitan form. ''The system is not evolving, it is just happening," Lawrence Halprin says. "We have tried to
build cities this way. It doesn't work."
A second paradox is presented by BART's use of
planning and architectural talent. On the one hand,
it engaged city planners in the earliest stage of the
system's development, then dropped them when it o-ot
to the point where detailed planning decisions had
to be made. On the other hand, it excluded architects
from the early, conceptual phase, then brought them
in too late to take full advantage of their abilities.
Several of BART 's archite0ts recently gathered for
a luncheon discussion of the system's problems and
prospects. They were asked what they thought should
be done to bring BART to its full potential. There
were many detailed suggestions about procedures, but
in the end all agreed that it was basically a question
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of leadership. As one put it, "I would get the bes
man in the world and put him in full charge. BAR
has lost the breadth of vision that it had in the earl
years. It needs a great leader."
Throughout the process of BART' planning an
design, the leadership has come from two directions
the engineers and the publicists. One side of thi
curious partnership has been primarily concerne
with moving people, the other with convincing people
Money has been spent willingly for these two purpo e
-but grudgingly for the kind of substantive urba
planning and design that could make BART tbe ao-en
of the region's transformation.
It is not too late for BART to change direction,
but the problem is complicated by the fact that mone
is now in short supply. BART has a lengthy list o
items which have pushed costs to date far beyond
estimates. The chief item is inflation, but others include change requested by communitie , land capino-,
and "architectural features" that should have been
budgeted for in the beginning.
So far BART has continued to hope against hope
that somehow it can bring the system in with the
funds at hand-and without going back to the voter
for more. BART is currently engaged in making a
series of sweeping cutbacks. fany of them affect design, as might bd expe0ted, but oiher even affect the
system's safety. Pedestrian passages over and under
railroad tracks near BART stations, for example, have
been eliminated in the economy wave.
BART is on its way, but the closer it gets the le
of a bargain it becomes. Unless changes are made in
its procedures, BART's hiny trains will pa s through
an environment that is worse, not better, for it presence. BART should bring urban planners and designers (including Emmons) into the heart of its decisionmaking process-not as consultants, or consultants to
consultants, but as full participants. BART needs to
find the money, and the broad-gauged leadership, to
do the job right.
-JAMBS BAILEY

FOCUS
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EXPO SHAPES UP

Until recently, selling Montreal's
Expo 67 has seemed an uphill
task. The 1,000-acre site looked
like two islands of mud in the
St. Lawrence, and the New York
World's Fair had left a bad taste
in the mouths of public and exhibitors alike. But suddenly
things are looking up : $11 million in advance tickets have been
old in just two months, and the
Expo pavilions are taking shapes
that already promise more architectural interest than Flushing
Meadows ever offered. Expo's
own constructions to date include
the 1,500 ft. Bridge of the Isles,
with a sturdily handsome suspension section over the LeMoyne Channel (top left) ; and
the permanent Administration
and News Building (lower left),
with its projecting floors and
hooded entries. At right, a sampling of the exhibit pavilions
under construction (from top) :
1. The Netherlands' tubular aluminum space frame, which cantilevers one of its three exhibit
spaces out 45 ft.; 2. the flaring
centerpiece of the Canadian Government pavilion, which will
eventually take the form of an
inverted pyramid 108 ft. high;
3. the conical, cedar-shake-clad
Western Provinces pavilion,
which will have giant fir trees
growing out of its top; 4. the
Scandanavian pavilion, raised on
steel stilts over wha.t will be a
sculpture garden and open-air
restaurant. (For a preview of
the U.S. entry, see page 72.)
Credits: Bridge, J. Miller, project architect; S. K. Mwthur,
engineer. Administration building, Arthur Lau, architect. Netherlands, Walter Eykelenboom.
Canadian Government, Ashworth, Robbie, Vaughan & Williams; Scholer & Barbkham; Z.
Mabthew Stankiewicz. Western
Provinces, Beatson Stevens Associates. Scandinavian, Erick
Herlow & Tormod Olesen, Denmark; J aakko Paatela, Finland;
Skarphedin Johansson, Iceland;
Otto Torgersen, Norway; Gustaf Letterstron, Sweden.
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MALTESE MISCELLANY

Scalloped roofs, latticed balconies, and multi-paned windows
are tossed together on the exterior of Richard England's
Paradise Bay Hotel at Cirkewwa, Malta (photo above).
Composed of a cmved and a
rectangular block, it is set neatly
into two level of an abandoned
quarry. The upper section house
32 of the hotel's 40 bedrooms.
The lower, cm·ved unit, which
looks out on irregularly shaped
swi=ing and wading pools, includes kitchen, dining ball, bar,
lounge and remaining guest
rooms. The blue and white
trimmed concrete block exterior
hide bearing walls of local tone.

BROADWAY BIBLE HOUSE

The beefed-up be.'lJ-ing wall
building is clearly becomin"' the
new vernacular of
OM-~ew
York. This one hou e th column-free offices of the American
Bible ociety, and is located on
upper Broadway in Manhattan,
in the changing precinct between
olumbus Ci.rcle and Lincoln
Center. The first story is cast in
place concrete, and from the1·e
up tbe structure is made of burly
preca t pieces. Called "Bible
House," the buildin.,. contain
office , an auditorium ,
large library.

CAMPUS PORTE COCH ERE

1.1

Paul Rudolph's late t, the
million Charle A. Dana Crea
tive Arts Center at Colgate University, sends its heavy fascia
outward to become a porte
cocbere over an entryway to thel
campus. Th rhythmic facade
reflects the multitude of f::.cilitie hou:e<l in the building, in-J
eluding a 400-seat auclitorium. 1
At least two changes have been .
made in the design since it
unveiled to ibe not entirely enthu iastic comments of Philanthropbi t Dana: the fascia,
which wa lo extend in the other
direction too as a bridge to the
hill ide, doc n't; and the walls,
in teacl of being corduroy concrete in the Yale manner, are
plain concrete and striated block.

was:

I
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iTON BISECTION

26- tory tower that is the
jor element of tbe John Fitzald Kennedy Federal Office
!ding, dedicated last month
o ton, is split into two lab ,
tad by a service core and staged to bring more sunlight into
interior. It and the attached
l"- tory structuTe were de1ed by The Architects Colorative. A noncommittal cur1 wall of quartz-studded pret panels covers both the steel
me of the tower and the conte frame of the low wing.
·aparound corner windows,
liniscent of the 1930's, are
eked on the interior by hefty
n r columns. This is the first
jor landmark completed in
still largely empty Governnt enter. The crane at the
bt in the lower photo, inciltally, is hoisting pieces of the
v City Hall.
!

)TQGRAPHS: Pages 60-61, 62
ht), George Cserna. Page 63, Lois
1en.
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GOOD NEWS
ON RACINE
AVENUE

Dovetailed into an old block
the Pilsen neighborhood of C
cago, the Emmanuel Presbyter·
Church says clearly that son
thing new is happening. Us'
blade-like wall planes ·et at
rcgula1· angles, Architect Edwa
Dart has given the church p
plexing forms unlike anythi
else in the endles grid around
The site is in the midst of
poor but respectable area o
two miles from the heart of t
Loop-an· area that has be
abso1·bing new minority grou
mostly Negroes and Mexican ,
recent years. The chtu·ch is mea
to serve as an anchor for the
maining English-speaking whit
and a p lace of welcome for t
newcomers.
As much as it differ in for

The line of building fronts is
broken at the church by an open
space shaped like a shallow
funnel, as if to encourage the
congregation to gather and enter . .At the point of the funnel,
where it seems the entrance
ought to be, stands a small belfry (left), made more prominent
by slight distortions from the
expected rectangular plan (below).
The actual entrance is tucked
away in a corner of the forecourt, playing its part in a
roundabout process of entry that
leads the worshiper almost 90 ft.
from the church's gate to the
point-actually only 30 ft. from
the sidewalk-where he comes
into the sanctuary (right).
To reach this point he has
gone up a front walk that turns
twice and rises once (an awkward budget version of the
ascending rteITaces originally
planned); passed through a
polygonal na11thex (which offers
an unexpected back-stage view
of the chancel through glass
turned again, and
up ·a ramp that rises
blank brick walls toward an acute blind corner.
Only at the last moment does
the left-hand wall fall away,
revealing the entire sanctuary in
one wide view.
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The sanctuary is a fan-shaped
space, defined by free standing
planes with light coming in between them from hidden sources.
Only the obvious heaviness of
the brick keeps them from looking like flats on a stage.
A tilted ceiling plane intersecting these planes at odd
angles makes the spatial geometry almost impossible to grasp.
(Actually, the relation of the
roof to front and back walls is
much simpler than it looks, as
the sketch below shows.)
The congregation is spread out
in a wide arc, facing several
focal points--cross, pulpit, communion tabl~o that everyone
seems to be directly in front of
something. The farthest section
of the fan is occupied by the
choir (right), tilted up behind a
low brick wall, but still clearly
part of the congregation. The
round brick pulpit and the black
granite baptistery (below right)
are handsome as objects and
perfectly at home in this space.
The church as a whole has
much in common with Victor
Lundy's Church of The Resurrection in New York (Jan./Feb.
issue). But Lundy's church had
to be a powerful, unified sign of
hope in a neighborhood of
doomed buildings, Dart's building is subtler in form, smaller
in scal~ha.ped to fit, not to
resist, the environment around
it.
-JOHN MORRIS DIXON

FACTS AND FIGURES
Emmanuel Presbyterian Church, Chi·
cago, Ill. Architect: Edward D. Dart of
Loebl, Schlossman Bennett & Dart.
Engineers: Samartano & Robinson
(structural); Frank Riederer (mechanic·
al). General contractor: R. H. Roberts
Construction Company. Build ing area:
4,850 sq. ft. Construction cost: $99,·
529.65, not Including land, fees or
furnishings.
PHOTOGRAPHS: Orlando Cabanban.

BOOKS

THE PUZZLE OF ARCHITECTURE. By
Robin Boyd. Published by Cambridg e
Uni ve rsit y Press, New York, N.Y. 187
pp. I llustrated. 8 b y 9 '% In. $12.50.

REVIEWED BY PHILIP JOHNSON

In reading Robin Boyd I cannot help thinking of the time,
a generation ago now, when
Henry-Russell Hitchcock was
similarly engaged in writing
contemporary architectural history in his monumental Modern
Architecture of 1929 and the
picture book, The I nternational
Style: Architecture 1922-1932.
Like Robin Boyd, Hitchcock
wa writing history about buildings barely off the drawing
board and, like Boyd, trying
to fincl good and great architecture in the maze of contemporary work. I cannot help but
think Hitchcock's task was a
impler one. In the early 30's
we could see the triumph of the
International Style. The dominance of Le Corbusier (1 ) was
ah-eady complete. The Barcelona
Pavilion (2) had ah-eady establi hed fies, and the Bauhaus
building, Gropius. The continuation of that triumph seemed
assured. And indeed it was.
But today, and I wonder if
the fact that I am ixty has anything to do with it, the pictur
doe not look as clear, the line
so well drawn. I ndeed, my own
sense of lack of direction i
quoted against me by Boyd.
Apparently I said somewhere,
"Why can we not wander aimle lyT" I was all for a principle
of lack of principles, as it were.
Boyd will have none of this, and
his description of the situation
today in the world of architectural design is completely
vincing. At lea t to me.
ince I must recommend
every architect r ead every word,
it may seem unnecessary for me
to paraphrase the main thesis ;
but since Boyd does dress up his
main points with discursions
and, especially at the end, with
a moral appeal for Realism,

Mr. Johnson hardly requ ires i dentifi·
cation . He is, of course, one of the
best known arch itects and architec·
tu ral critics in the world today. Al·
though he is too modest to say so
himself. he is the c oauthor of The
Internationa l Style: Architecture 19221932, to which he refers in the first
paragraph of this review.
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Functionalism, and even Trut
(values I find too elusive to b
satisfactorily invoked), it might
not be out of place to give my
impre ions of his history.
A word of warning: The following resume may differ from
Boyd's in many ways. He himself is quite accommodatingly
liberal, not to say loose, in his
terminology. For example, he
labels the Kurashiki Town Hall
(3) by Tange as Third Phase,
when quite obviously it is Second Phase. We can afford in
these murky waters to be slightly indistinct.
It seems then there are three
phases of modern architecture of
the last generation. By using the
worcl "phase," the author reduces the danger of the brickbats that Hitchcock received for
the nasty words International
Style. (It i amusing to note
that no matter how much vilification we received for using the
words International Style, the
term is still used, even by the
pre ent author, and still means
exactly what we meant it to
mean 35 years ago when .Alfred
Barr first coined it.)
The First Phase then include
the International Style, all the
work from the 1920's revolution
to the present. This phase is
based on the now old ideas :
structural hone ty; repetitive,
modular rhythms; clarity, expressed by ocean of gla s; the
flat roof; the box as the perfect
container; no ornament. Today
fies is the lone giant still sensitively producing works of art of
the First Phase. :Many fine OM
skyscrapers and much lesser
work by le ser architects continue the tradition. Fortunately
or unfortunately, the First Phase
principles were easily adaptable
by commercial and industrial
builders, and the rallying cry of
the intellectual of the twenties
and thirties became the logans
of the peculative builders of the
fiftiP,S and sixties.
Came the reaction and the
Second P hase. All over the world
we were bored. The fifties were
groping. On the one hand, decoration came back; on the other,
hi torical remini cence. We have
only to think of Paul Rudolph's Wellesley Gothic, Edward

tone's Venetian Huntington
:artford, my own Classical Lin1ln Center (4), or Yamasaki's
othic tracery. Although Louis
:ahn belongs to a later story,
is love of castles and San Gi.ignano. One of Boyd's words
)r the main tenets of the Semd Phase is the jaw-breaking
ord "monolithicism." That is,
·e stuffed our functions in those
ays into preconceived geometric
olumes. The cube, the cylinder,
ie rectangular solid. Or even
ito warped shapes or bunch of
rape clusters; my Dumbarton
laks being one example. The
1ape was primary. We even
·ent in for vaults, hyperbolic
araboloids, gables, even for
ymbolic shapes (consciously or
nconsciously) like the winged
ird of Saarinen's TWA ( 5).
The special story of Kenzo
'ange is illustrative. Starting
1ith pure International Style
First Phase) at Hiroshima,
~ange
quickly went Second
'hase with his famous town
alls. Two features stand out :
is love of Japanese architecture
nd the fitting of function into
hapes, shapes, shapes. The best
f ·these is Kurashik.i. The plain
ectangular block is made of
1recast concrete "logs" that lap
•t the corners like a log cabin.
Che building is lifted off the
rround, clearly recalling the
)hosoin at ara. The windows
i.re cut in at arbitrary but effec.ive spots.
The Third Phase, what is hapl)ening out front in architecture
.n the sixties, is naturally hard
1;o explain. In art, labels are
better attached after a long wait.
I think of "Gothic" and "Baro:iue," both pejorative terms when
they were invented. So Boyd is
in a spot and I am, too, since
it is obvious from the book that
I am essentially Second Phase.
My description, therefore, of
the Third Phase may be (1) prejudiced (age envies youth); (2)
sympathetic but inaccurate (papa
never understands junior); (3)
absurd (old goat pretending to
swing); (4) fair (I have seen
everything). (A footnote to this
talk of "age." It is meant only
as between Second and Third
Phase architecture. Both Louis
Kahn and Jose Luis Sert are, in

years, older than I.)
Anyhow, easier than t-alking
principles, let us quote buildings
included in the canon of the
Third Phase today and deduce
a few basic threads of consistency. Boyd lists specifically
Kahn's Richards Laboratories,
Rudolph's Arts and Architecture
Building, Sert's Married Student
Housing (6), Tange's Yamanashi Press Building (7), and
Johansen's Taylor House.
Why he omits the key English
building, Leicester University
Engineering Building by Stirling & Gowan, I can't imagine.
It beautifully illustrates the
Third Phase and is perhaps the
strongest of the lot. Consider it
included (8).
What have these buildings in
common that makes them a
group? What identifies the Third
Phase7 Since what something is
not is easier to make precise than
what that something is, these
buildings are not rectangular
skin-interesting boxes like the
First Pha e, they are not arbitrary shapes like the Second.
They are not all glass with even
bay systems poised on pilotis
above the ground like the First
Phase, or carefully smooth-materialed monolithic "significant"
forms like the Second .
On the contrary, within the
general modern movement with
its emphasis on functionalism,
structuralism, anti-axiality and
anti-ornamentation (all these
modernisms are scrupulously
present), the Third Phase has
found a new way toward the
synthesis of unity and diversity,
nlarity and complexity.
In many cases a functional
element has been picked out and
exaggerated to make breaks and
strength of intent, viz., the exhaust pylons of Kahn's Richards
Laboratories, the vertical communications of Tange's Yamanashi Press Building, or the toilets in Paul Rudolph's Government Center. Sometimes a single
element is repeated but at various scales, like the sun boxes of
Rudolph's Milan House or Johansen's Taylor House. Sometimes
great gashes are introduced in
tall rectangular masses to emphasize depth and make an impression of strength, viz., Sert's

Boston University and Stirling
& Gowan's Leicester University.
In some buildings like Kahn's
and Tange's, even Johansen's
and Stirling's, the Second Phase
enclosed volumes seem turned
inside out. The great spaces are
outside the buildings, not in. The
change from Kurashiki to the
Yamanashi Press Building is a
case in point. The Second Phase
clothed greait rooms with a single significant shape. The Third
in a play of external space semienclosed by functional elements
strongly expressed.
Often the Third Phase, unlike
the First, but like the Second,
reaches back into history but is
more apt to pick more recent
models. Stirling's Leicester reminds me of Hannes Meyer's
dmwings for his entry in the
League of Nations competition
of 1927 (9). Haering's Garkau
and Tatlin's Utopian schemes
are especial favorites. Wright's
"looseness" as in 'iihe Robie 'a nd
Kaufmann house designs is
analogous to the play of spaee
in the Third Phase.
The Third Phase is contemptuous of careful finishes. Coming
from Le Corbusier and his English Brntalist followers, the
"toughness" of raw concrete,
unpointed brick work is favored.
It seems to the sixties more
honest {handicraft is gone forever, anyhow), more of our era.
Functionalism has taken a new
turn. Every architect realizes
that function is not the sole
maker of form, but the functional parts are made the basis
of form much more than in the
Second Phase. "What the building wants to be," in Kahn's
phrase. Johansen's proposed
library for Clark University
expresses
separately
almost
every varying function in the
building. Big rooms hang out
big, small rooms small.
Perhaps the mo t "far out"
building actually to be realized
yet in the Third Phase is Tange's
Yamanashi Press Building in
Kofu City, Japan, now nearing
completion. A.t first it strikes the
observer like an A.A. student's
design made into a big instead
of a small model, since so much
of the "plug in" quality seems
already to be there. It seems
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iUCKY'S
ilGGEST
IUBBLE
1 a little less than a year from
)w, on the island of St. Helene
the St. Lawrence River where
flows past Montreal, a 20-storygh Crystal P alace will officially
present the U.S. at Canada's
xpo 67. This Crystal Palace will
~ the biggest dome ever built by
. Buckminster Fuller, and it will
·amatize the theme of the U .S.
avilion even more strikingly than
1e exhibi ts inside it.
That theme is "Creative Amera ;" and in picking Bucky Fuller
> dramatize it, the U.S. Governient (which has not always been
ery imaginative in such matters)
id itself proud .
General descriptions of Bucky's
iggest bubble (and of the exhibs it will house) have appeared
1 earlier issues of the FoRUM.
'his is the first detailed account
f how this building was commis-

1pposite page: Model photo showing
mlnirail" tra i n that will traverse
:Xpo
grounds,
and
travel
right
irough geodesic dome . Right: Key
rawing of one fifth of Montreal
ome. Heavy lines represent exterior
ords which carry most loads In a
•iangulated grid; lighter lines repre·
ent Interior cords arranged in a
arallel, hexagonal grid; dotted lines
~ present web members that connect
xterior and Interior grids and thus
·ansform them Into spherical space
·ame. Horizontal line is the "equaJr" of the bubble, located 50 ft.
bove ground level. Two thousand
exagonal, tinted acrylic domes will
•e mounted on the interior cords,
nd the domes will be shaded by auJmatically operated blinds described
n the next two pages. Photo shows
1pical hub connection between in.rior cords and web members. The
truts have a constant diameter but
ary in wall thickness with loads (see
1etail drawing). They will be wrapped
i metallized p~astic Indistinguishable
rom chromium.

sioned; of how the dome will be
constructed, shaded, and ventilated; and of how the exh ibi ts will
be displayed inside it.
Why Bucky?

The job of producing the official
U .S. exhibit for Expo 67 fell to
t he U.S. Information Agency and
its director, Leonard H. Mark$.
But at the operational level, where
-in the end-the quality of any
such enterprise is determined, the
key decisions were made by relatively unknown officials and, in
particular, by Jack Masey, a graduate of Yale's school of arts and
architecture, who had been appointed chief of design.
Masey had worked with Bucky
and his domes before: in K abul ,
Afghanistan, in 1956 (that dom e
was reused elsewhere about a dozen times); and in Moscow in 1959.
He had not only found Bucky's
domes easy t o ship, easy to put
up, easy to fill with exhibits, and
easy to take down and reassemble elsewhere; he had also discovered that the domes, almost invariably, filled foreign spectators
with awe at U.S. technical virtuosity, and with delight at U .S.
esthetic sensibility. So, when USIA
asked for a great, big enclosure to
house proof of American Creativity, Masey asked Fuller for the
biggest dome yet.
The model seen at left shows
what USIA (and Montreal) will
get; and the details described on
these and the next pages suggest
that the dome may, just possibly,
steal the show at Expo 67. If so,
this will be a tribute to a small
number of very atypical U.S. Government officials who were willing
to take a big chance. But if
Bucky triumphs, his success will
not be an unmixed compliment to
Creative America for, after all ,
Masey and his associates had to
go to a man in his seventies for
the best example of design creativity in the U .S.-and where does
that leave everyone else?

"Garden of Eden"

f onlreal dome
1

mechanized chameleon

The pavilion can be regarded
s a prototype 'environmental
alve,'" says Buckminster Fuller.
It will enclose sufficient space for
·hole communities to live in a
enign physical microcosm."
One reason Bucky's bubble will
e climatically benign inside is
bat the skin carried by the spherial space frame ha been designed
o act like the kin of some sort
,f animal. A number of the hexa;onal acrylic domes will have
·xhaust vents in the center to
1ermit the interior to "breathe";
.nd each of the acrylic domes will
ie shaded by a device straight
mt of science fiction: a system,
n Bucky's words, of "mechamcally
~ctuated,
triangular, metallized
)lastic sun shades that will proride dynamic modulation of the
nterior climate."
The device functions as fol.ows: a motor will be mounted
Jver the center hub of each group
Jf
three
interior,
hexagonal
frames. This motor is activated by
the rays of the sun, and each of
Lhe 600-odd motors has been programmed to go into action when
those rays strike it at a predetermined angle.
When the motor goes into action, it starts to pull at three sets
of cables (six cables per set).
These cables, in turn, begin to unwind the metallized plastic shades
that are normally wrapped around
window- hade-type rollers. The
rollers are overlaid on the interior hexagons. The drawings at
left show how the triangular plastic shades are gradually and automatically unrolled.
The first of these fantastic gadgets was assembled and tested in
the manufacturing plant a couple
of weeks ago, and the pictures at
right show a typical, tri-hex shade
assembly in operation.

Opposite page : Drawings showing de·
tails of mechanically actuated sun·
shade assemblies. At the top, a typi·
cal assembly of three hexagons with
a motor in the center hub, and met·
allized plastic roller shades in vari·
ous positions as they are pulled out
on cables. Below, a detail of one of
the hubs in the roller shade assem·
bly. Right : Photos of tri -hex assembly
in three stages of operation.

Skeptics may ask whether it
makes sense to use a skin that requires such complex shading and
ventilating devices. (Although all
the acrylic domes will be hexagonal, there will be 45 differently
shaped hexagonal domes in all.)
The answer is that the Montreal
dome is not meant to be a "building" designed simply to house and
enclo e; it is meant to be a demonstration of an ultimate "controlled environment," protected
but not cut off from the outside
world. "From the inside there will
be uninterrupted visual contact
with the exterior world," Bucky
says. "The sun and moon will
hine in, the landscape and sky
will be completely visible, but the
unpleasant effects of climate, heat,
dust, bugs, glare, etc. will be modulated by the skin to provide a
'Garden of Eden' interior." The
interior will contain 6.7 million
cubic feet of space-about the
cubage of the Seagram tower I
Animated surface

When the dome and its shading devices are in place and in
operation, the effect should be little short of fantastic. For in the
course of each day, as the rays
of the sun light up the dome from
different angles, the plastic skin
will slowly change from complete
transparency to polished "chrome I"
Even without these mechanical
effects, the dome should be quite
a sight: Bucky describes it as a
"Geodesic skybreak bubble," and
explains that it has a spherical diameter of 250 feet, an actual height
of 200 feet, and a surface area of
141,000 square feet. "There will be
27 miles of pipe weighing 600
tons, and 5,900 hubs weighing 120
tons," he adds. This means that,
not counting the weight of the
plastic domes or the shades,
Bucky's dome will utilize only
about 4 ounces of material to enclose 1 cubic foot of space.

M onlreal dome
Inside the bubble
Any exhibits designed to fill sue
a spectacular enclosure would ap
pear doomed to obscurity. Yet th
exhibit structure (left), designed
by the Cambridge Seven may turn
out to be almost as spectacular
as the dome that will house it.
The structure will be a series of
pla tforms on different levels, connected by escalators, bridges and
elevators, and containing exhibits
of American creativity in the arts,
sciences and technology. The arrangement of the platforms will
make possible some highly dramatic exhibition techniques: objects will be visible not only at
eye level, but also from above and
below, while the visitor is standing
or in motion.
The Cambridge Seven-another
rather far-out group not usually
commissioned by bureaucrats to
do important work for the U.S.
Government- will draw upon
other Creative Americans to help
select material for their show.
Much of that material, especially
in the arts, is likely to be controversial, and some Members of
Congress, undoubtedly, would prefer a Hallmark-type exhibit.
But those who selected the designers of the official U.S. Pavilion
at Expo 67, and of the exhibits
it will contain, understood one allimportant fact: that next year, in
Montreal, "Creative America" will
be on view before an international
audience that knows a great deal
about where the action is in U.S.
art, design, science and technology. To trot out mediocrity before
such people would be an insult.

Left: Air view, with top of bubble
removed, showing overlapping platforms of exhibit structure within the
dome. Opposite page: Most recent
model of the U.S. Pavilion with its
gleaming space frame.

FACTS AND FIGURES
U.S. Pavilion for the Canadian Uni·
versal and International Exhibition,
Montreal, 1967.
Organizing Agency: U.S. Information
Agency.
Pavilion
Architecture:
R.
Buckminster
Fuller,
Shoji
Sadao,
Peter Flloyd, Geometrics Inc. Interior
Platforms, Landscaping and Exhibit
Architects: Cambridge Seven Associ·
ates Inc. (Ivan Chermayeff, Terry
Rankine,
and
others).
Engineers:
Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger Inc.
(structural); Paul Lande & Associates
(mechanical and electrical). Canadian
Associate Architects: John B. & John
C. Parkin (Hugh F. McMiiian). General
Contractor: George A. Fuller Co., Inc.
Appropriation for Pavilion and Exhib·
Its: $9.3 million.
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Happy
Household
/ · Of Halen

BY ROGER SCHAFER

e image of the structure on
:se pages, clean white in its
!en bed of forest, has been
fting in and out of the inter;ional architectural conscious. for the past five years like
ne recurrent formal vi ion. It
; shown up periodically in
·ious European professional
gazines, in the proliferating
mals of architecture, and
:n, just a few months ago, in
use Beautiful, where it conted strikingly with the full;ir decorators' palaces elseerc in the issue.
Chis checkerboard structure is
housing colony of Halen,
Lr Bern, Switzerland, built in
i1 by "Atelier 5" (E . Fritz,

S. Gerber, R. Hesterberg, H .
Hostettler, N. Morgenthaler, A.
Pini, F. Tbormann). It could be
described as an 80-unit condominium, in U. S. housing terms;
or as a microcommunity, isolated
and containing within itself all
the appurtenances of a small village (except, of course, a school
or church) .
I choose to call it a colony
because of the nature of H alen's
re ident . I visited H alen in
early pring, not so much to see
at first band its jutting forms,
which I was predisposed to like,
but to see how well it worked as
human habitation.
I was struck immediately by
the fact that this is not only a

special p lace; it is inhabited by
special people. They are the kind
of people one might find in a
middle-income Manhattan cooperative--bright, liber al, cultureconscious people--but in H alen
perhaps a little richer and a
little farther out. H alen is not
an alternative to the Levitt-like
villas favored by the sub-burghers of Bern. It is more of a
single-structure Gr eenwich village set among the trees.
This article is one of our periodic
revisits to notable buildings to see
how they have stood the test of usehence the term " feedback." Mr. Schafer is an urban renewal consultant
to comm e rc ial and nonprofit groups
whose experience with U. S. cooperatives dates b ack to 1937.

Halen's cooperative householders
are unmistakably fond of the
place. In five years, only six
families have left (four for unrelated reasons, two because they
simply didn't like it). On the
other hand, the waiting list is
nominal. Few move out of Halen,
but it appears that few others
want in.
What keeps the crowds from
Halen's gates is the compactness
of its dwelling units (sample
plans at right) in relation to
their cost. Residents have a
choice of several types of row
houses, most two or three stories,
containing from three to six
rooms. Each has a little something extra: a terrace, an entry

garden, a tall living room with
balcony gallery. But each is
somewhat narrow, and provides
a quantity of space that, while
well arranged, is below Swiss
standards and far below what
Americans expect at a comparable price.
In the view of those who live
in Halen and like it, this shortage of private space is made up
in shared amenities. There is,
first of all, the surr ounding forest preserve, criss-crossed by
paths. There is a community
swimming pool and large playground. There is a laundry, a
large parking garage where cars
are kept from sight, a service
station, and, on the central

plaza, a gemiitlich general s
and a coffee house. (In case
squeeze on living quarters
too tight, there is also a ro
spare rooms or studios to 1
All of these elements
linked in what is, in essence,
large building-a continuous
rather unyielding environm
The structural elements are
crete, either left exposed
stuccoed and painted white.
public spaces are paved. But
hardness of what has been b
is ameliorated by the green
that has grown around it. T
is scarcely an unpaved squ
meter that has been left
planted-whether terrace, r
top or open hillside.
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Among the Haleners, at one t'
or another, have been seve
members of Atelier 5 and th
families. The architect had
signed it as an experiment
they wanted to see first h
how it worked. Personally, I
sider this an enormous step :
hould be an AIA regulati
that architects live with th
buildings for a time after co
pletion.
Halen was an experiment, b
Atelier 5 denies that it was
tended as a model. "Take he
the architects warned in t
British annual, World .Archit
ture. "We had no intention
putting forward a prototype."
Switzerland seems to ha

aken them at thei!' word, for
compact colonies quite like
ITalen have appeared there since.
[n Bern, it is regarded as a curiosity, not as a serious alterna,ive to suburban pra wl.
What about the constmction
>f Halens in AmeriC'a? Each of
mr major metropolitan centers
~ould use a few, if only for the
;ame kind of specialized clientele
·hat Halen has altracted. But
~ven the American predilection
for private space, open and en~losed, my gue s is that the mar.cet could not absorb a great
·uany such development . I find
-his fact a sad one, because life
n Halen stmck me as a very
pleasant kind of life indeed.
10

FORUM•
causes of urban sprawl to brand
new metropolitan centers.''
The committee, which includes
Architect Richard Neutra and a
covey of large land developers,
proposed that the new cities, with
populations upwards of a million
each, be built on "huge tracts"
away from older metropolitan
areas. A map suggesting possible
sites (below) put them near places

like Moscow, Ida.;
Needles,
Calif.; Casper, Wyo.; Glasgow,
Mont.; Pierre, S. Dak.; and Stuttgart, Ark.
The committee said it had surveyed 400 industrial firms, and had
found that future decisions on
plant locations were likely to be
made on the basis of availability
of natural resources, "witlfout regard to whether such sites now
have populations of potential employees."
The committee proposed putting industry underground, in
"modules" of sub-cities that would
gradually grow around a central
core (rendering below). Transportation between the modules and

*FOOTNOTE
esign Continuity-San Franciscans
nd New Yorkers who are of Chinese
>rlgin (or who happen to be addicted
lo Chinese food) are thoroughly fanili;H with the little red pagoda
1hown at left: It is, of course, one
>f the more thoughtful contributions
the field of gracious "street furnire" visible in the US streetscape,
nd it hurts to see a fine architecral firm like Kelly & Gruzen pay
[O little attention or respect to the
Ilea! of "continuity.'' For the New
~rutalist apartment building seen
lirectly behind this Bell Telephone
1agoda is one of the two new Chatham
ewers on Worth Street, next door to
anhattan's Chinatown, and designed
1y these architects. Shame on them!
l.s the late W.C. Fields once put It
n another context: "It's guys like
hem that give the West a bad
amel"
hoto: George Csema.

the core would be along underground and surface highways of
up to 30 or 40 lanes. There was
no mention of nonautomotive
transit.
Joseph Timan, president of Horizon Land Corp. and chairman of
the committee, called for Federal
assistance in launching the plan.
The committee, he reported, is
"in contact" with HUD.
VISION OF A PARK

The Pennsylvania R.ailroad last
month announced that it planned
a 148-acre apartment and office
building development along the
Allegheny River northeast of
Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle. First
step will be the clearance and
landscaping of the entire site as a
"land bank" for subsequent staged
development.
Planning consultant for the
project, called Penn Park, is Chairman Robert W. Dowling of City
Investing Co. Dowling Teleased

the rendering above. Asked who
the architect was, a railroad
spokesman mentioned "Rudolph,"
which didn't seem to fit the image
Dowling showed. It turned out
that he was speaking of Rudolph
Associates, renderers, rather than
Paul. Penn Park's architects ha\·e
yet to be chosen.
PLAN • FOR 30 MILLION

In 1929, the Regional Plan Association produced the first comprehensive plan for the New York
Metropolitan Region (22 counties
spread over three states, and containing 551 separate municipalities.) To RP A's surprise, many of
the 1929 recommendations haYe
become reality - most for better,
some not quite.
Last month, RPA got ready lo
produce its Second Regional £Ian,
so as to guide the growth of the
metropolitan region (now enlarged
to an assumed 31 counties) through
the remaining years of Lhc century .
To help prepare that plan, RPA
nominateP, a committee of 125 top
architects, planners, educators and
labor, civic, business and religious
leaders. The first half of this imposing group met for three days
late la.st month in Princeton, :N .J .,
(part of the newly annexed area)
discussed the premises upon which
RP A propo ed to base it ' new
plan, suggested alterna.tive , and
advised some shifts in emphnsi ·.
According to RP A's projections,
the New York Region will contain
more than 30 million people by
the year 2000. This population will
be very differently constituted, in
terms of employment, income, agelevels, etc., from the region·~
present 18.9 million. How to cope
with the increase and the changes
in make-up were the principal objectives of this first meeting. The
completed Second Regional Plan
will be published next year.
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UPS & DOWNS
A DMIRABLE DEDICATION

The architects of Boston have
done something that their organized brethren in other cities might
well envy. They have just dedicated a new six-story building
(below) conceived by and built
for architects, devoted entirely to
the needs of the profession.
Even before its new headquarters in Back Bay was built, the
77-year-old Boston Architectural
Center was quite an institution.
Besides maintaining a steady program of lectures, conferences, refresher courses, and the like,
the center provided something
unique: a low-tuition evening
chool of architecture to which
local architects donated their time.
When construction of the new
Government Center forced the
B.A.C. out of its musty old converted quarters on Beacon H ill,
the directors decided to build a
new building with public exhibition pace and offices for the Boston Society of Architects as well
a bigger, better teaching space.
They went about it the proper
way, too: held a competition and
built the winning scheme, by
Ashley & Myer, quickly and with
few discernible changes.
Last month they christened the
alma t-completed building with
days of meetings and parties. T he
intellectual high-point was a two-
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day conference on the Future of
Architecture. H ardly a new subject, but they covered it well, giving most of the platform time to
technologists, developer , anthropologists and other non-designers
who (for the most part) bad something pertinent to say to architects. What they said, in various
ways, was that the architect better
get with it if he wants to even
exist in the future.
If attendance and attention are
an indication, Boston architect
are willing to face the challenge.
The new center gives them a clear
head-start.
CONSTRUCTIVE CONTRIBUTION

J ust when Boston architects
should have been patting themselves on the back over their new
Architectural Center (below), they
got punched in the nose by a frontpage scandal. Architects have generally managed to stay out of the
more or less perpetual political
scrapping that goes on in Ma ~a
cbusetts, but this time they were
right in the thick of it.
Ironically, things had been looking up lately in the area of stateponsored architecture. The University of Massachu etts, for instance, had been making careful,
enlightened choices of architects
for its vast expansion progrnm
with the support of Governor
John Volpe.
When the time came to choo e
an architect for the 539 million
university medical chool to be

b uilt in Worcester, the board of
trustees went through a year-long
proce , screening hundreds of applicants with the help of Pietro
Belluscbi, former dean of the
M J .T . school of architecture. Last
September they submitted a list
of five firms or teams m order of
preference to Governor Volpe. He
accepted it with such apparent.
satisfaction that the trustees
leaked word to the press that the
school would be designed by their
first-choice team, The Architect ·
Collaborative of Cambridge with
Ellerbe & Co. of St. Paul, Minn.
But the governor's office remained silent for several months.
Then, in late January, hi\> commissioner of administration, J ohn
J. l\IcCarthy, announced that the
job had been awarded to Ritchie
Associates of Brookline, a firm
not even considered by the trustees (although it bas specialized in
hospitals, most of them small ).
Ritchie was teamed with Campbell, Aldrich & Nulty, who haJ
been the trustees' second choice.
When the trustees protested,
McCarthy heatedly asserted bis
official right t6 appoint architects
for state projects and his duty to
~upport Ma achu etts architects.
But he then decided t.o bring in
Ellerbe & Co. after all as consultants, adding an estimated $400,000
to fees for the job.
The Democrats in the legislature, scenting an embarrassing
situation for Volpe's Republican
administrat.ion, began to inve tigate. What they uncovered exceeded their expectations. It
turned out that Donald R. R itchie
had made $1,500 contributions to
Volpe's last two campaigns, and
that he had been recommended
for the job by S. Peter Volpe,
the governor's brother and an
officer of the prosperous Volpe
Construction Co. N ot only that,
but McCarthy's office had consulted Peter Volpe on the choice
of architects for 46 other jobs.
The Volpes have denied any
connection between contributions
and commissions, but the legislators have heard testimony from
another architect (David Shields
of Quincy) that he got his first
state commission soon a.fter he
gave Peter Volpe $1,000 toward
Governor Volpe's campaign. And
the familiar ethical problem of
campaign contributions was greatly complicated by the question
of whether contractors should be
consulted on the choice of architects, who are supposed to pass
judgment on contractors.
At the end of May, a governor-

appointed "blue-ribbon commit
tee" (including Dean Belluschi
was reviewing the whole proce o
·electing architects for state jobs
Ritchie A ociate was alread
working on a commission they
might not keep;" The Architec
Collaborative, which bad neve1
had a state commission, was feel
ing well rid of this one; an
Governor Volpe was trying t
cover a badly bruised image.

BEAUT
HIGH POWER

Senate hearings were held i
early May on three bills, langui h
ing in Congress since last summer,
that would encourage the under
grounding of power line . Indica

tions were that the legislation
would be allowed to languish a little longer.
Representative Richard L. Ottinger of suburban We tcbe ter
County, T.Y., author of the bill ,
complained of the Interior Department's lack of support for
them. Two of the bills direct Interior to undertake re earch into
the "economic and other" damage
done by overhead lines and into
methods of undergrounding, and
the third provides tax incentive·
to utilities who bury their wires.
Utility spokesmen, who speak
softly hut carry large political
s ticks, told the Senatol"J thn.t a
modest research program wouldn't
do much harm, but that undergrounding was awfully co tly .
Their alternative: a ''Beautility"
program of improving the appearance of overhead lines, already
underway.
General Electric Co., asked for
pictorial examples of BeautiJity,
supplied the picture above, show-

erbead transmission towers
ittsfield, Mass. They would
h.d.<>ome structures indeed, if
>en't for those messy wires.

"Mailbox Improvement "'eek"
May 16 to 21. Postmaster General
Lawrence F. O'Brien proclaimed
that mailboxes that look their best
"can be an unusual and beneficial
contribution to the natural beautification efforts of the President
and First Lady." He commended
boxholders who had "painted their
mail receptacles in decoratiYe
colors and provided ornamentation such as iron-work representations of dogs and otl1er animals."
Mr. Qualls, unconvinced and undaunted, sent along some photographs of such spontaneous efforts
at beautification in the Lexington
area (sample below).

HANGE

gas stations be beautiful
Recently there were the
ing signs that the power
lnies' Beautility might be
ed soon by oil industry Ga.s1:

,t the invitation of Mrs.
)n, the American Petroleum
ation showed 144 colored
of beautified stations in the
Room of the White House.
e is a growing emphasis on
tasteful display of merchana spokesman assured the
Lady, who expressed her
pation at the news.
~obil unveiled the first re1f a new de ign program, ingrapbics by Chermayeff &
ar and a handsome steelastic pump by Eliot Noyes
r) . Also by Noyes: a crisp

prototype station (second from
bottom) to be tested in Connecticut.
.,.. Pittsburgh announced the results of what it called the first design competition ever held for gas
stations in an urban renewal area.
The winner (and only entry): the
pleasant, almost sign-free Gulf Oil
pavilion shown at bottom, designed by Architect Michael R.
Cozza. Two of them will be built
in the East Liberty renewal area,
coincidentally close to the world's
first drive-in gas station (above)
built by Gulf in 1913.
BAN THE BOX

The automotive industry bas its
Ralph Nader, President Johnson
has Senator Fulbright, and now
the Post Office Department bas
William H. Qualls.
Mr. Qualls is executive director
of the City-County Planning Commission in Lexington, Fayette
County, Ky. He recently discovered that the Post Office Department had stopped extension of

fron~oor mail delivery to new
subdivisions on Lexington's fringe ,
leaving them with rural type curbide boxes. Then he discovered
that the move was part of a nationwide policy that would affecl
some seven million addressees.
Mr. Qualls fired off letter ' lo
Mr. Johnson, Mrs. Johnson, the
Post Office Department, and the
Forum. "It's sort of pathetically
funny that FHA is instituting a
new policy to get developers to
eliminate poles by putting all wiring underground in new W'ban
area subdivisions, while another
federal agency is instituting another policy to put up mailbox
poles in the same subdivisions,"
he wrote to the Forum. "They say
the boxes will blend right into
their urban surroundings. Yeah,
just like our telephone, electric,
stop signs, and other poles blend
right inl"
Assistant Postmaster General W.
M . McMillan replied that the
policy · was not a new one, and
that it was necessary to cut postal
deficits. Mr. McMillan noted that
"there are on the market several
designs of contemporary mailboxes" and forwarded, postpaid, a
departmental flier showing ome
of them (sample below).
Meanwhile, the Department held

__

LEADERS

TWO FOR HUD

President Johnson last month
filled the last two vacancies in the
top management of HUD. Appointed assistant secretary for
demonstrations and intergovernmental relations was H. Ralph
Taylor, New York urban renewal
consultant formerly of the New
Haven Redevelopment Authority.
Taylor is regarded as a surehanded urban affairs professional.
The assistant secretaryship for
housing and renewal assistance
went to Don Hummel, mayor of
Tucson from 1955 to 1962 and
former president of the National
League of Cities. Hummel's
credentials are less obvious than
Taylor's, aside from the fact that
the President wanted a mayor in
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the post. Tucson had no urban
renewal program during H ummel's term of office; he was preparing to put one before the
voters when he left in the wave
of Goldwaterism
that swept
Arizona. Since then he has been a
contract developer of tourist
facilities in national parks.
Hummel's responsibilities will
include most of those once handled
by Urban Renewal Commissioner
William Slayton, now head of the
Urban Policy Center of Urban
America Inc., and Public Housing
Commissioner Marie McGuire.
Mrs. McGuire reportedly has been
offered the ambassadorship to
Sierra Leone, the former British
colony on the west coast of Africa.

-OUTCOME
U TZON 1 THE E N D

The following report is by the
Australian architect-critic (and
author-see page 78) Robin
Boyd, a member of the Forum's
Board of Contributors.-Ed.

VISUAL RIGH T S

The venerable Architectural
League of New York, founded in
1881, has been puttering along
serenely for some years nowawarding fellowships, conducting
exhibits, sponsoring symposia. Last
month, the League was literally
haken to its foundations.
Elected to its presidency was
Architect Ulrich Franzen. With
him came in six new vice presidents: Interior Designer Emily
Malino, Engineer Lev Zetlin,
Landscape Architect Robert Malkin; Artist Max Spivak; Sculptor
Isamu
oguchi; Architect (and
Editor) Peter Blake.
Franzen immediately called for
the League to become "activist,"
to undertake design demonstration
projects, to arouse the people of
New York so they would "demand
their visual rights." He and the
executive committee, seeking a
drastic change in the League's image to match the Franzen program, also agreed to explore ways
of leaving its drab little building
on East 40th St. for new quarters.

-HONORS
THE SEA SO N

Come pring, awards fall upon
the architectural scene like blossoms. The following were announced last month:
... The biggest of them all-AIA's
Gold Medal-will go to Kenzo
Tange of Japan (shown above,
right, at the Japan Arts Festirnl exhibit he designed for New
York's Union Carbide building). It
is, in a sense, an award to the
strength and vigor of current Japane e architecture, which Tange
pioneered, as well as to his own
remarkable body of work.
... Other AIA Awards: Citation of
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an Organization to the Museum
of Modern Art, with special commendation for its new Philip L.
Goodwin Galleries of Architecture
and Design; the fir~t Henry Bacon
Medal for Memorial Architecture
to Eero Saarinen & Associates for
the Gateway Arch in St. Louis;
Honorary Memberships to Bo:
ton's Edward J. Logue, Critic-Historian Albert Bush-Brown, Henry
F . du Pont, Harold B. Gores of
EFL, John G. Flowers of the Texas Society of Architects, and the
late James J. ' Rorimer of the
Metropolitan Mu eum; Honorary
Fellowships to Jacob Bakema of
the Netherlands, Ralph Erskine
of Sweden, Aarne Ervi of Finland,
D'enys L~dun of England, Alfred
Roth of Switzerland, Harry Seidler
of Australia, Gerard Venne of
Canada and Bernard Henri Zehrfuss of France.
... Constantinos Doxiadis, architect and city planner, has been
named recipient of the third annual Aspen Award, ($30,000). He
was cited for the urban renewal
projects he has designed, and for
his creation of "ekistics-the science of human settlement."
... Romaldo Giurgola, chairman of
the Columbia University department of architecture, was named
recipient of the Arnold W. Brunner award by the National Institute of Arts and Letters.
... Benjamin Thompson, chairman
of the department of architectw·e
at the Harvard Graduate School
of Design, was elected a Fellow
of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences.
... The Municipal Art Society of
New York awarded its Bronze
Plaque to a modern landmark, 375
Park Avenue (the Seagram building), and its architects, Mies van
der Rohe and Philip Johnson.

Jorn U tzon has been replaced
aa architect of the Sydney Opera
House by a panel of four appointed by DavJS Hughes, New
South Wales Minister of Public
W or.ks. Hughes also called together all of Utzon's engineering
consultants and asked if they
would work with the new panel.
They said yes.
Chairman of the panel is the
government architect, E. H. Farmer. The other members appointed by Hughes were Lionel TodJ,
36, who will be in charge of contract documents; D. S. Littlemore, 55, to be in charge of super\'ision; and Peter Hall, 34, to be
in charge of design.
Hall was chief designer in Mr.
Farmer's department until his
recent resignation to set up in
private practice. He has earned
an outstanding reputation for a
young architect, but he has not
exactly proved himseli to be a
second Utzon-nor suggested in
his work that he had any desire
to be one.
Meanwhile, Utzon rendered his
final professional account. It w~
for about $500,000-some for work
clone on Stage 2, the main building contract now nearing completion, and ome for Stage 3, the
interior acoustical structures and
fittings, which are by no means
fully designed yet. The bill wwi
not accompanied by any of tl1e
drawings done so far in development of Stage 3. While the new
panel was reported to be "familiarizing itseli" with the project, it
could not get far without them.
For a while it looked as if a
nasty dispute might develop over
the drawings. But the Government made an "interim payment"
of $150,000 to Utzon's lawyers,
and they handed over the plans .
On May 17 workmen removed
Utzon's name panel from the
fence in front of the soaring
Opera House.

i on vacation. His column will be
resumed in the July/ August issue.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Page
30:
Cserna. Page 31 : Henry Gros
(Life magazine) .
Page
32:
Checkman (top). John Morris
(bottom). Page 88: George ZI
Page 89: Malcolm Smith.
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FOCUS
GROUP

luxury without bulk. Scaled to today's architecture. Comfort in full measure. FOCUS GROUP by Harter.

Harter Corporation, Sturgis, Michigan 49091

Creatively engineered for strength and substance without bulk. Comfort in the Harter
tradition. FORUM GROUP by Harter. For complete information about Harter FORUM
and FOCUS seating, write today.

Harter Corporation , 618 Pra irie, Sturgis , Michigan 49091
Briones- Harte r, S.A ., Lago lseo 96 , Mexico 17, D .F. A lso Manufactu red

in

Canada

BOOKS•
that even round toweris were
ca ually spaced around 1the site.
, u pended among the towers are
the various floors. At one major
point three whole floors seem. to
be left out making a vast, impre sive void. The effect is sta~
gering in conception. I hope it
will be great in reality.
This caveat is necessary becau e like much early work of a
phase, the ideas are apt to outrun execution. I am reminded of
tho beauty, clarity and slight unbuildability of early Le Corbuier and Mies sketches. There are
many problems ahead for the
Third Phase. It <lail disintegrate
or it can become, as Boyd profoundly hopes, the architectme
of the 20th century after the
' failmes" of the First and Second Phases. To a devout Second
Phase man like myself, the dan. I
ger ahead for it seems ,al arm.mg.
But there can be no doubt the
phase exist . There are too many
clement in common. There is too
much polemic, moralization and
my tique simply to say it does
not actually have validity. As a
clincher to a doubter like me, too
many good architects whom I
have admired for more than a
decade are leaders of the Third
Phase itoday.
Boyd does not speculate too
pecifically on the why of this
Third Pha e, whence it arose.
Matthew Nowicki once wrote,
"Form does not follow function;
it follows form." The Third Phase
forms must have come from
omewhere. Tho answer seems to
be Le Corbusier. Although Ronchamp is certainly shaggy and
additive in its elements, Boyd
ecms to consider it Second
Pha e. More of a clean 1ancestor
is the design of the J aoul houses.
The British Brutalists derived
an entire manner from these two
houses. Their powerful vaulting,
their crude in- and- out random
fenestration seem to have liberated a whole generation.
The key building, however, is
Le Corbusier's Dominican Monastery, La Tourette (10), of
1957-60. Although it is a rectangle, the functional or pseudo

functional divergencies, the casual itreatments of the "facades,"
the top-heavy treatment of the
cells, the total laick of conventional base (one might think the
building was designed upside
down) are presages of the agglomerative style of the sixties.
This group impre sed every deigner in the world. Most of us
could not if we would follow
Ronchamp, but La Tomette
could peak to all, not translatably, but conceptually. The Third
Phase was born.
To repeat, every architect must
have this book. To narrow my
recommendation, read pages 142
to 155 where the characteri tics
of the Third Phase are outlined.
From page 155 to the end
of the book, Boyd moralize .
Perhaps this is mo t important
but not to this reviewer. I believe
architecture, oven present architecture, just happen . Riationalizations are interesting; Mies
( les i more), Kahn (servant
space ) have interesting minds
and their theories illuminate
their work. But architecture will
have immortality for different
reasons that are hard for contemporaries to fathom. Fil t,
Second, Third Phase, all can be
good (or bad). History will tell.
Thero are a few annoying
thin!?S about Boyd's book. Being
a collection of essays, the point
of view shifts uncomfoutably
from section to section. Sometimes Boyd is writing for the
general public, sometimes for the
initiated critics, historians, and
fellow architects. Sometimes he
is 1analytical, sometimes hortatory. Small price, however, to
pay for the insights, the .appreciative vignettes, the basic rightness of his story.
The draiwings accompanying
the text are by the author and
are intended only to recall the
buildings to the educated reader.
Unfortunately, in drawing my
glass house he omitted the axially
symmetrical entrance door ( 11),
which changes the character of
the design. Accidents will happen. In all sketohes of this kind
the sketcher sees what he wanits
to ee. The axiality of the glass
house was not what he wanted.
Postage stamp size photographs
would surely have done as well.
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ANDOVER NEWTON THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL
Perry, Dean, Hepburn and Stewart, Architects

NEWTON CENTRE, MASSACHUSETTS
Henry E. Wile Company, General Contractors

In these school buildings where design brings a uniquely modern touch to traditional New England architecture, Hope's new Weatherstripped Steel Windows, in custom sizes, have been installed with pleasing effect.
Construction of Hope's Weatherstripped Windows is in keeping with Hope's traditional standard of quality:
Frames and ventilators are hot rolled solid steel sections with all corners mitered and solidly welded for maximum strength and rigidity; solid bronze hardware is furnished on all ventilators for permanence and durability;
and Hope's exclusive continuous Neoprene weatherstripping reduces air infiltration by over 60 % (confirmed
by independent laboratory tests) and is well within the maximum rate established for weatherstripped
aluminum windows.
For details on windows and engineering services, call your local Hope's representative; he's in the yellow pages. Write for Weatherstripped Steel Window publication
No. 181-65 or see our catalogs in Sweet's Architectural File.

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC. Jamestown, N. Y.
HOPE'S

WINDOWS

ARE

MADE IN

AMERICA

BY

AMERICAN WORKMEN

.......... I

Our desk is soundproof.
Also moveproof.

1

Ouch!
' It really hurts to watch some
moving men handle an office
desk. Bump, bump, bump. Then
1
pretty soon it's goodbye desk.
(And you'd be surprised to know
the number of times office desks
are moved. In one company
alone that we know of, a desk
has been moved 5 times in just
6 months!)
The answer, of course, is our
500 line desk. It's moveproof.
We've put a special honeycomb
core inside the wa I ls to give
them unusual strength. So when
, the desk is moved on a dolly, the
1 walls won't buckle. And the
drawers won't get out of whack.
Another thing. The drawers are
soundproof. Slams are muffled
by the honeycomb inner wall,
and by the 100 lb. felt that lines
the walls inside the drawer
opening.
, Everything about our desk is
made the way office furniture
ought to be. Furniture that looks
beautiful and works beautifully
-a solid investment for the
management who pays for it.

.~ ART METAL INC
111111 JAMEST OWN , N EW YORK
95

-LETTERS
SET BACK IN SYDNEY

Forum: The Sydney Opera House
(April issue) by Jorn Utzon is a
complete failure and will set the
profession of Archit.ecture back at
least 50 years. We architects came
a long way to build a respectable
profession based on responsible
decision on e thetics, construction methods, and co ts. The experience from this opera hou e
will cause many future projects
to go to engineers instead of architects. It is amazing and shows a
total lack of con truction knowhow or respon ibility for a project
to increase from S9 million to S49
mill ion.

creative arc~itecture

is recognized by Remington I
Remington heating and air conditioning specialists took the tim e
t o consider the architect. They studied his problem. Then they
designed the flexible Remington Incremental * comfort system
with wh ich the architect could give free reign to his imagination
. .. to let the originality of the design show through .
More and more architects are discovering the limitless possibilities
of the Remington Incremental comfort system of heating and air
cond itioning, and are eager to incorporate it in their latest projects.

Remington gives the added advantage of individual temperature
control for each area regardless of season . Ductwork has been
elim inated, and there is no need to consider a huge central un it
or tower.
Write today for further information .

---------~=-i

------ .
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CLIMATE

• A Trademark The Singer Company
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CONTROL

Loi Angeles

PLEASED PROPRIETORS

Forum: Your presentation of our
new laboratory building in your
April i ue is especially interesting
to us of Chevron Research, and
we're happy you con idered the
building sufficiently noteworthy to
publish an article on it. We are
proud of it and pleased with it.
I am sure that had you reporter
been more famil iar with research
laboratories, your article would
additionally have pointed out how
unusually well suited the building
is for the safe, efficient and pleasant conduct of chemical research.
As an example, for protection of
health the air t urnover in the
laboratories is higher than in any
structure with which we are
familiar. This large volume of air
i conducted into and out of the
labs and offices with no disturbing noise and no noticeable draft.
Further enhancing this safety and
comfort factor is the warm and
pleasant appearance of the laboratories.
T hat all arrangements worked
out well can be ascribed to careful tudy of a detailed full-scale
mock-up of a laboratory module,
plus close team work of Standard
Oil and Chevron Research personnel with Gerald McCue, a
gifted architect who understands
laboratories and their inhabitants.
As proprietors of this attractive, highly functional new building, we sincerely appreciate the
excellent recognition given it in
your publication.

DIVISION

Dept. AF-66, 62 Columb us St., Auburn, N .Y. 13021

WALLACE D. JEONG
Archit.ec•

San FrancUco

A. H . BATCHELDER
President
Chevron R esearch Co.

CENTER OF CONTROVERS Y

Forum: Your commentary o
"second unveiling" of the
Authority's World Trade C
(April issue) was in itself a
ond unveiling of alleged "
objections" t.o which your
pages carried ome of the au
tative answers t.wo year ag
Mode t research would
produced the following answ
the four questions raised ane
the City Planning Commi
has evaluated the Trade C
and found that it "will plac
undue train on the (subway)
tern"; 2) the Planning Co
sion also found that the s
widenings and off-street pa
plan for the Trade Center wi
"adequate to accommodate
estimated future traffic"; 3)
Plaza Building structures
modified expre ly to harm
with the City Planning Co
sion' waterfront plan anno
in December and that fact
pecifically pointed out in
pres relea e and picture cap{
distributed at the " econd un
ing"; 4) legi lation enacted
New York and ew Jersey di1
ing the Port Authority to un!
take the Wor!d Trade Center 1
tained legislative findings
cerning the relationship be
the Trade Center and the 1
e tablished functions of the
Authority, and the courts hav
held that legislation as legal
proper.
While the citizens compri
the "emergency committee"
parently did not scent the t
to New York and its envi
until January 1966, the que
of the Trade Center and its
feet on the New York metro
tan area had been thoroughl,
plored and applauded by
groups and the metropolitan
during the ix-year period it
under public discussion. Incl~
among the endorsers are the (
zens Union, Citizens Housing
Planning Council, and the Re~
al Plan A ociation. The pr~
has also been approved by
governors of Jew York and J
Jersey, former Mayor Wai
and other member of the adr
istration of the City of 1
York, and the state and Fed
courts up to and including
U.S. Supreme Court.
AUSTIN J. T1
E:cecu.tive Dit
The Port of New York Autl
New l'ork City

For further news of the T·
Center, see page 31-Ed.
(continued on page.,

This
.
IS the..]

I ns1ue

Story 0 t a

Revolution

The revolution is the third dimension
in acoustical metal ceilings, Textured
Metal Pan, a new ceiling concept from
the Steel Ceilings Division of The E. F.
Hauserman Company. D Textured
Metal Pan lends a soft sculptured appearance to the proven durability of
metal pan ceilings. Joints and perforations virtually disappear and the resulting visual effect is vibrant, continuous
and monolithic. D New function is
combined with this new look. For the
first time, positive control of room to

room sound transmission can be assured, and functional absorption is
maintained. D Textured Metal Pan is
designed and engineered to blend perfectly with any interior and to perform
in a wide range of office and institutional situations. Write for the Acoustical Metal Ceilings brochure from the
Steel Ceilings Division, 5711 Grant
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

STEEL CEILINGS DIVISION
THE E. F. HAUSERMAN CO.
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TOWERS

•rum: Let me congratulate you
. the excellent "Tale of Two
nvers" in the April issue. With
is story you have entered the
Id of fir t-cla
art analysis-great advance over the usual
L1rnalistic criticism, which is only
D often ill-founded. The comrison of two excellent works
rtainly requires a more subtle
proach, too, than the examinam of isolated pieces of architecre with pretty obvious faults.
Whereas I believe that the
~thod of your analysis wholly
rre ponds to such a high standd, I severely doubt your last
atcnce: "Brunswick is a fine job,
.t CB is a great one." This
itcment is clearly not based on
e preceding analysis and apar a curious lapse.
"Grcatne ," unforunately, is an
1definable attribute often mised to describe effects that are
herwise unjustifiable. It is an
pre ion beyond scientific scru1y and therefore allows an end;s range of individual interpretions. I believe, for example,
at the serious and remarkably
Ille t work done by SOM here,
well as in a surprising number
other cases, is by its consistent
gh standard a far "greater"
hievement in the larger cultural
ntext than all those individual
.d irrational strivings for effects
fake
columns,
unnece arily
·ong sections, etc. Despite the
ults that you correctly show up
both buildings, this seems to
the logical conclusion of your
m
analy is-not
just
my
•inion.
OSWALD W. GRUBE
utgart, Germany

Engi.neer

group whjcb is made up of Ammann & Whitney in New York,
Burns & McDonnell in Kansas
City and our firm in Miami. This
particular building was designed
by myself and my design team
with the full cooperation of IBM's
staff and their enthusiastic support, including Mr. Eliot Noyes.
In the second place, you are
comparing a utilitarian production
buildillg with office building or
laboratories and this is like comparing sheep and goats. T his
building required or even demanded that there be no window
becau e of the nature of the manufacturing operation. It also demanded a schedule that was extremely difficult to meet in order
to get the product on the market
as quickly as po ible. This accounts for the so called "package
deal" that you mentioned in your
article.
In actual fact, the architect-engineer team wa not selected by
the contractor and the contractor
simply became a normal client
after the selection. The solution
and de ign was expre ed by the
designers without interference by
the contractor or client except
for scheduling that was critical.
Of course, IBM showed all tl1e
normal
client
intere t
and
watched the entire progress of the
job very carefully.
All of us in the MESA group
feel that this was a very ucce ful
job from every standpoint, particularly from t11e tandpoint of
atisfaction of the function and
also we believe it is a very handome building .... I am enclosing
two or three photographs that we
have had made [example below].
We do not feel tllat there ha
been any diminution of IBM'
desire to build better buildings
although they may be a little
more co t conscious in the face of
rising prices.

F~ EE

OUTDOOR
LIGHTING
APPLICATION
O•OdoQ•"'""". . .

MANUAL

Over 280 pages of simplified, easy-to-use application
and product information on:
• parking area and decorative lighting
• roadway lighting
• sports and recreation l i ~hti~g .
• industrial and commercial lighting
• lum inaire and lamp data
Periodic mailings keep the manual perpetually
up-to-date.
If you are a qualified arch itect, consu ltant, en~i
neer, or contractor, your free copy of OLP- 1~66 wil l
be delivered by you r nearest G-E Sales Engineera good man to know.
Write us on your professional letterhead an_d ma il
to: Outdoor Lighting Dept., General Electric Co.,
Section 460-78, Hendersonville, N. C. 28739.

GENERAL. ELECTRIC

HERBERT H. JOHNSON
Jliami

Architect

HERE CR ED IT IS DUE

orum: This leLter concerns the

ticle you had in your March
ue about IBM architecture. I
not know who did the research
· lhi article but obviously it
very spar e. There are sevli glaring errors in the article.
[n the first place, the firm of
1rns & McDonnell did not per·m the architectural design for
~ building at Endicott even
Jugh they were a member of
~ group that did. The archi:ts-engineers for this particular
ilding are known as the MESA

@ 1965 V.P. Co.

s~®semi-concealed wardrobe
The newes t and most exciting answer yet for
the classroom wra ps problem ... a high capacity

semi-concealed wardrobe, that keeps wraps dry,
open to air, provides easy access while presenting a useful surface of either tack board or
chalk .board. Racks are of quality construction
to give long, attractive, quiet and safe service,
and are easily installed or relocated. Pat. Pend.
For complete foformotion and specifications.
write for Coto/og SL-48

• Each unit a~commodates
16 people with hooks or
hancers
• Shelves are 1djustalll1
in he icht for all ace croups

• Teacher's stora1e-robes
and sink cab inets make

match ln1 compan ion pieces
for a complete tnctlin&

and service area compleL

VOGEL-PETERSON CO. l..~~~~~:~~~~(.le"
"
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No gimmicks. No fads.
PEERLESS Presidential Suite V is an entirely
new concept in office furniture design.

Dignity, grace and beauty. Combination of desk and table of tlze Presidential Suite

The lines are clean with the elegance of wood, the colorful crispness of
metal. This is total design by Peerless; total design at its functional
best. Wood legs flow into solid wood top perimeter-encompassing
metal panels and wood grain laminated top. Specification literature, and
contract prices, of the complete series is available
and identified as Suite V brochure.
For your copy, write
Peerless Steel Equipment Company,
Philadelphia, Pa . 19111

Chicago
New York

PEERLESS

Dallas
Los Angeles

stylized of fice f urniture

General Of!iuJ

I

Philadelphia
.
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One of three lecture-workshops sponsored by the Division; the
other two covering moderate-income housing to be held July
12-13, Princeton Inn and August 11-12, Claremont Hotel,
Berkeley, California.
H. M. Franklin, Director-Red evelopment Division
Urb an America, lnc.-1220 16th Street, N.W.-Washington, D.C. 20036
Please forward further Information on Lecture-Workshops.
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This STEELMARK of the America n Steel
Indu st ry on a prod uct assures you it
is modern , versati le, econom ical Steel.
Look fo r it on produ ct s you buy.

I will not make my school dull.
Please send me literature on :
Republic Decor 19 Lockers.
Name

Titl e,_ _ _ _ _ __

Sc hoo f_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addr ess,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,;::u'"::~,r;:',,~~-

_ __

City· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ __

~
MANUFACTURING DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
Youngstown, Ohio 44505
•A Trademark of Repu blic Stee l Corporation

Now - at no extra cost - you can add color to every area of
your school . . . with Republic color lockers .. . your choice of 19
standard colors.
Republic Lockers stay bright and attractive too ... heavy baked
enamel finish over a five-step rust inhibiting coating keeps them
new looking.
There are six types, ninety-one sizes to meet every need. And
these heavy-duty lockers have interchangeable parts to make
rearrangement or expansion easier.
For complete details on how Republic can provide the most
colorful, economical, efficient answer to your locker requirements, just send us the coupon.

Yale wrapped a well-turned, well-polished wood knob
around a pin tumbler lock mechanism. Does this make it
different from any other lock you 've ever seen? More
beautiful? More admired? You can bet your life on it.

yALE
THE FINEST NAME IH
LOCKS AND HARDWARE

Brentwood design
in Yale Mono-Lock
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LOOKS AS GOOD AS IT LOCKS

